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SUMMARY 

ABSTRACT 

The provision of healthcare in rural Tanzania is strongly related to its context. The users 
stand central in th.is study by the development of three improvements on the basis of the existing 
roof configuration; the regulation of functional daylighting to extemalluminance, the increasing 

of thermal comfort and keeping bats out. These improvements are captured in one integrated 
design that can be tuned to user neecis and elirnatic circumstances. The improved design can be 
made by the local community by local means. 

KEYWORDS 

Developing country, tropical elimate response, user-oriented design, daylight simulation, 

thermal comfort 

INTRODUCTION 

The provision of healthcare is of great importance at global level, but is especially 
important in developing countries because of the bigger influence of the context. Tanzania has a 
widespread network of health facilities, but as most health facilities still date from the late sixties 
and early seventies, many are outdated and found in a poor state of repair. The combination of 
poverty, popwation growth and dilapidated facilities, mean the cuerent provision of healthcare is 
under strong pressure, espedally in rural areas. Impravement of the cuerent environment for 
healthcare delivery could promote the functioning of the health facilities, the well being of the 
patients and the motivation of the staff. And so the provision of good healthcare can support 

economie sustainability. 

From an archltectural point of view the main research problems are formulated as follows: 
''What is the state of the art of existing rural health eentres in Tanzania?" and ''What would he 
the most adequate design to improve the cuerent roof?" 

PART 1 REASONING FOR THE IMPROYEMENT OF THE CURRENT ROOF 

Answers of the first main research question are found by the execution of a field survey in 
the rural districts Morogoro Rueal and Rufiji. Ths survey is a synergy of studies by two TU/ e 
students; Erna van der Wal, department Technology Management, evaluates user problems and 
neecis (van der Wal, 2005) and I elaborate the cuerent technica! state and problems. 

Evaluation of six rural health eentres show tha.t the users have most problems with 
functional daylighting and the en try of bats and to some extend problems with thermal comfort. 
Technically, cuerent roofs are found in most dilapidated state, the cover consists of a single skin 
and the attic is not ventilated. On the other hand, the main building orientation and single storey 
rooms of all health eentres are most optima! to use the roof as main actor to improve the cuerent 
user comfort situation. 

The cuerent most normative and most user satisfactory health centre is chosen as project 
of reference to improve. 

PART 2 DEYHOPMENT OF A PROTOTYPICAL ROOF 

In order to answer the second research problem, main focus is made on functional 
daylighting. Daylighting plays an important role, because cuerent interior illumination is mostly 
provided by daylight. Modification proposals to increase daylighting also need to collaborate with 
the increase thermal comfort. 
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In the field there was no possibility to verify interior illuminances, and so these levels are 
estimated by simuiaring two normative room variauts by a scale model. Variauts fora big room 

(7800x6200x2600) and for a small room (4600x6200x2600) are setup. Outcomes show that in 
both rooms daylight is too slantly distributed; the amount of light near the windows is almost 4 
times as big as in the middle of the room. When comparing the mean daylighting level (during 
wet season) to functionally needed daylighting, outcomes show that the big room (as ward) 
experiences sufficient daylighting, while daylighting level for the small room is too low for its 
function as office or treatment room. 

In order to make proposals to improve daylighting, the design has to reduce glare, exclude 
direct sunshine (as it heats the interior), distribute daylight more evenly in the room, meet the 
functional needed daylighting levels, and fit internal functional lighting to changing extemal 
luminanee (as Tanzania experiences a dry and wet season). 

All rural health eentres consist of single storey rooms and the longitudinal orientation is 
east-west. The daylight improverneut proposal introduces a covered roof opening. This opening 
enables the entry of indirect daylight, delimits glare (in case the wall openings are modified), and 
enables to fit functional lighting requirements to external luminanee by reflections of ridge 
shutters. 

Outcomes of daylight simulation of improverneut proposals show that in both rooms 
daylight can be distributed more evenly; the amount of light near the windows is about 1,5 times 

as big as in the middle of the room. When comparing the mean daylighting level during wet 
season to functionally needed daylighting, outcomes show that daylighting in the big room is 
more evenly distributed and sufficient for its function. The small room is now able to experience 
sufficient daylighting for its function. With regard to the needed daylighting level for functions 
with a high illuminance priority (like delivery and laboratory room), both rooms can only 
experience enough daylighting during the dry season, when external illuminance is higher. 

According to thermal comfort, users problems are of a lesser extend. The elimate is 
satisfactory, except for one and a half month a year, during the wet season. Then the remaining 
passive means to increase comfort is to increase ventilation at body level. 

Currently the room is ventilated by both single-sicled and cross ventilation. The latter is 
less adequate as the air can not easily pass through the room. To increase ventilation the ridge 
opening (introduced to improve daylighting) is used to ventilate the rising hot air (stack-effect). 
Through this stack ventilation, it is assumed that internal wind speed can increase with factor 1,5; 
to 38 percent as percentage of the external wind speed. As mean external wind speeds are 
maximally 2,3 meters per second, internal air movement is still below 1 m/ s and found to be user 
comfortable. 

Currently the attic is not ventilated. Further thermal comfort improverneut is made to 
ventilate the attic space by making use of the stack-effect, because 'cool air' (admitted by opening 
the eaves) is heated up by sun radiation and the introduced ridge opening extracts this air. 

Last but not least, it is noteworthy that bats cause nuisance in the current attic. The 
foregoing modifications also take effect at keeping bats out, because the introduced air 

movement and daylighting in the attic distracts bats. 

All comfort improvements fit to user requirements and cooperate in one improved design. 
This design is stemmed to context, building materials are re-used, the improverneut is described 
step by step and the design is kept as simple as possible. 
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0 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

0.1 TANZANIA 
This research and development takes place in the context of rural areas in Tanzania. 

23.5' N - Tropie of Cancer 

Eg u a tor 

Tl\tnz~ni 
23.5' S - Tropie of 

Figure 0.1-1 Siting of Tanzania in Africa 

Tanzania is situated in the east of Africa, between the latitudes 2° and 12° south. The 

country measures a size of 23 times the Netherlands. 

0.1 .1 IMPORTANCE OF HEALTHCARE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
Healthcare is of great importance at globallevel, but is especially important in developing 

countries because of the bigger influence of poverty, population growth, infrastructure and 

environmental degradation1. Subsequently developing countries aften lag behind in providing 
good healthcare for all inhabitants and in turn sustaining economie circumstances. 

Good heollhcore Heolthy workers 

t 
I 
I 
I 

Economlc Better work 
sustainobilily - odivilies and 

knowied ge 

Source: derived from Zamora (2000) 

Figure 0.1-2 Good healthcare is one of the actars as cause and consequence for economie sustainabiliry 

1 http://www.fao.org/ag/aql!swlwpnr/reports/y sf/z tz/tz.htm 



0 GENERAL INTRODUCTIO PROBLEM DEFINITION 

According to Zamora (2000), the provision of healthcare plays an important key factor in 
economie sustainability, because good healthcare generates healthy workers, which results in 
better work activity and knowledge that subsequently results in economie sustainability, which 
eventually results in sustaining good healthcare, see Figure 0.1-2. This process is bath a cause of 
and consequence for economie growth (Zamora, 2000) . It in turn stands for access to basic 
needs, like sheltering, nutrition and health services. Tostand surety for good health agood building 

stock of social services (Folkers & Lans, 2000), access to adequate health and education services, 
sanitary living conditions, nutrition and clean water are of great concern (Engelen van, Gaillard, 
Lapperre and Ng'andu, 1999). 

0.1.2 STATE OF HEALTH IN TANZANIA 
Inflation has drastically reduced the incames of people in bath urban and rural areas. 

Many Tanzanian children die befare the age of five and many mothers die in childbirth. Malaria 
(carried by mosquitoes) is widespread and causes most deaths in Tanzania and sleeping sickness 
(spread by the tsetse fly) is common. Diseases due to malnutrition and contaminated water 
supplies such as diarrhoea, measles, dysentery, cholera and tuberculosis are common in Tanzania. 
HIV/ AIDS is continuing to ravage people; prevalenee has increased from one percent in 1985 to 
ten percent in 2002 (UN Program on HIV AIDS, 2004). 

0.1.3 PRESENT PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT FOR HEALTHCARE IN TANZANIA 
The most cherished dream from Tanzania's fust president after independenee in 1961, 

Mwamilu Nyerere, was to supply health for all. Nyerere and the Arusha Declaration in 1967 
established an extensive healthcare network in Tanzania, also in the rural areas. But economie 
policies were not effective enough in order to sustain the health reforms (Kopoka, 2000) . 

Buildings are the really expensive item in providing medical jobs (King, 1966), but nearly 
no financial resources are available for substantial allocations to the social services sector (Van 
Egmond - De Wilde de Ligny, 1999). Because most health facilities still date from the late sixties 
and early seventies (Kopoka, 2000), many are outdated, experience over and under utilisation 
(Kleczkowski, Montoya-Aguilar and Nillson, 1985) and are in a poor state of repair (I'PHA 21 51 

Annual Scientific Conference-Arusha, 2002; The United Republic of Tanzania, 2003). 

0.2 PROBLEM DEFINITION 
As stated in section 0.1, conditions to give and receive healthcare are difficult to meet in 

the present physical environment, rural health eentres in Tanzania. Because good healthcare is 
strongly related to economie sustainability, the combination of poverty, popwation growth and 
dilapidated facilities means the provision of healthcare is under strong pressure. Impravement of 
the current environment for healthcare delivery could support good healthcare and so economie 
sustainability. 

The problem definition links tagether all facets of the project. From an architectural point 
of view the main research problems are formulated as follows: ''What is the state of the art of 
existing rural health eentres in Tanzania?" and "What would be the most adequate design to 
imprave the current roof?" 

PART 1 REASONING FOR THE IMPROYEMENT OF THE CURRENT ROOF 

Research problem 1. What is the state of the art of existing rural health eentres in Tanzania? 
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Research question 1.1. What is the context of the current healthcare delivery in Tanzania? 
Research question 1.2. What can be leamed from the existing rural health eentres in Tanzania? 

Research question 1.3. In case there is need for improving ex.isting health centres, which 
'building element' is the most interesting? 

PART 2 DEVELOPMENT OF A PROTOTYPICAL ROOF 

Design problem 2. What would be the most adequate design to improve the current roof? 

Design question 2.1. 
Design question 2.2. 
Design question 2.3. 
Design question 2.4. 
Design question 2.5. 

Which elirnatic characteristics are determinant for the improved design? 
What is the configuration of the current roof? 
What is the schedule of requirements for the improved design? 

Which design proposal is most suitable to improve the current roof? 
To which extend does the improved design solve the existing problem? 

0.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH 

AlM OF THE RESEARCH 

Because healthcare is one of the actors of economie growth (see section 0.1.1 ), the general 
aim is to improve the ex.isting environment for healthcare, fmally to stimulate sustainability of 
economie circumstances and supply health for all. 

AlM IN THE RESEARCH 

The aim in this research is to improve the ex.1stmg roof configuration (based on a 
reference project) in such a way that the design fits in the context of (rural areas in) Tanzania, is 
user-oriented, is responsive toa composite elimate and is easy to maintain. 

0.4 RELEVANCE OF THE STUDY 

SOCIAL RELEVANCE 

A roof that provides good user comfort conditions and fits to user requirements will 
increase the conditions for health workers and health receivers. This can result in more adequate, 
more efficient and subsequently increase ofmedical help. A sooner recovery of patients results in 
the ability to treat more patients and lower treatment costs. Because good healthcare is a cause 
and consequence of economie growth, the improved roof design will finally stimulate the 
sustainability of economie circumstances. 

SCIENTIFIC RELEVANCE 

A roof that brings a elimate responsive solution in a tropical area is essential, especially 
when it fits in the rural context of a developing country. This study for impravement of the 
current roof configuration shows that it is most important but also possible to stem user needs, 
especially the. requirements of daylighting and thermal comfort, to locally available technology, 
materials, elimate and context in order to create a future-oriented as well as a user-oriented 

design. 

APPLICATION 

This study can be put into practice in a way that the results can be used for rehabilitation 
projects, especially focussing at the impravement of vis u al and thermal comfort of the users. 

3 
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0.5 ELABORATION OF THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
In order to make the problem definition ready for being researched, a number of sub 

research questions have to be formulated. This study distinguishes two types: research questions 
and design questions. 

PART 1 REASONING FOR THE IMPROYEMENT OF THE CURRENT ROOF 

Research problem 1. What is the state of the art of ex.isting rural health eentres in Tanzania? 

Research question 1.1. What is the context of the current healthcare delivery in Tanzania? 
Sub research qst. 1.1.a. What are the general characteristics ofTanzania? 
Sub research qst. 1.1.b. What are the general characteristics of health in Tanzania? 
Research question 1.2. What can be learned from the ex.isting rural health eentres in Tanzania? 
Sub research qst. 1.2.a. What is the current functional state? 
Sub research qst. 1.2.b. What is the current technica] state? 
Sub research qst. 1.2.c. What is the current elimate response? 
Sub research qst. 1.2.d. What is the current human-technology interaction1? 
Research question 1.3. In case there is need for improving ex.isting health centres, which 

'building element' is the most interesting? 
Sub research qst. 1.3.a. Which 'building element' needs most impravement regarding technica] 

state? 
Sub research qst. 1.3.b. Which 'building element' needs most impravement regarding elimate 

response? 
Sub research qst. 1.3.c. Which 'building element' needs most impravement regarding user 

needs? 
Sub research qst. 1.3.d. Which impravement principle could be applicable at other health 

een tres? 
Sub research qst. 1.3.e. Which 'building element' can be appointed for improvement, 

based on the preceding outputs? 

PART 2 DEYHOPMENT OF A PROTOTYPICAL ROOF 

Design problem 2. 

Design question 2.1. 
Sub design qst. 2.1.a. 
Sub design qst. 2.1.b. 
Design question 2.2. 
Sub design qst. 2.2.a. 
Sub design qst. 2.2.b. 
Sub design qst. 2.2.c. 
Design question 2.3. 
Sub design qst. 2.3.a. 
Sub design qst. 2.3.b. 
Sub design qst. 2.3.c. 
Sub design qst. 2.3.d. 
Design question 2.4. 
Sub design qst. 2.4.a. 
Sub design qst. 2.4.b. 

What would be the most adequate design to improve the cutrent roof? 

Which elirnatic characteristics are determinant for the improved design? 
What are the season.al elimate characteristics? 
What is considered to be comfortable in this climate? 

What is the configuration of the current roof? 
What are the functional specifi.cations? 
What are the technica] specifications? 
What are the specifications of elimate response? 
What is the schedule of requirements for the improved design? 
What are the requirements related to context? 
What are the functional requirements? 
What are the technica] requirements? 
What are the requirements for user comfort? 
Which design proposal is most suitable to improve the current roof? 
What are possibilities to improve visual user comfort aspects? 
What are possibilities to improve thermal user comfort aspects? 

1 Please note section 0.6.2 for further explanation about this question. 
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As these research questions and design questions indicate the place within the complete 
framework, cross-reference will be made to these questions at the beginning of each relevant 

section, tagether with the elaboration of the sub research questions and sub design questions. 

0.6 METHODOLOGY 

0.6.1 RESEARCH TOOLS PART 1 
In order to answer research problem 1. ''What is the state of the art of existing rural health 

eentres in Tanzania?" a study of the present physical environment will be made in Tanzania. 
Medical staffs of the health eentres are dependant on the building to fulfil their activities. 

In order to make a user-oriented design, users of the building have to be involved in the process 
to report about problems and needs according to them (Vos, 2002). Because the users spend 
most of the time in the building, their evaluation of the present physical environment is an 
informative taal to bring occurring problems to the surface (Preiser et al., 1988). Evaluations of 
the current buildings farm important input for a new ar improved design that promotes the 
functioning of the health facilities, the well being of the patients and the motivation of the staff 
(van der Wal, 2005). 

CONTEXT 

Teehoical 

Problem definition + 
Elaboration of research questions 

Set up of 
evaluation tools 

Present 
Physical 

Souree of problems & 

User needs 

Motivation to imprave 
the existing roof 

1 = Onset srudy (literature srudy, oriented field visits, conversarions and open interviews) 
2A = Field survey A (walk-through evaluation and elimate response calculation) 
2B = Field survey B (user-questionnaire) 
3= Lirerature srudy 

Figure 0.6-1 Scheme of research methodsfor Part 1 

Part 1 knows four different research methods, see Figure 0.6-1: 

User apinion 

Research question 1.1.: Onset study (Appendix B) 

Research question 1.2.a.; 1.2.b.; 1.2.c.: Field survey A (Section 3 and Appendix C) 

Research question 1.2.d.: 

Research question 1.3.: 

Field survey B (Section 3 and Appendix C) 
Literature study (Section 4) 
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ONSET STUDY 

In order to answer msearch question 1.1., several sourees give insight in the context and 
depth and scale of existing problems and neecis of the healthcare delivery in rural areas of 
Tanzania. Based on lirerature study, oriented field visits, conversations and open interviews, an 
evaluation tooi for the current physical environment is setup, named field survey. A summary 
from these field visits and conversations is available in Appendix B. 

FIELD SURVEY A (TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE OF THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT) 

In order to answer the sub msearch questions 1.2.a., 1.2.b. and 1.2.c. field survey A is setup, to 

focus at the teehuical performance of the physical environment, determined by the researcher. 
The field survey has been divided into two methods: 

a. Walk-through evaluation; 
b. Visual and thermal elimate response calculation; 

Ad. a) In order to asses the current state of the art and the problems of the technica] 

aspects a walk-through evaluation is carried out. The current state and problems of the building 
plot, climate, infrastructure, building method and materials is determined by observation of the 
researcher by means of a checklist (see Appendix C). Also the plots and each health department 
are measured, see Appendix C. Additionally photos of the curreot state and problems have been 
made; a comparative surnmary is supplied in section 3 and Appendix C. 

Ad. b) In order to compare users finclings to the current physical state (simultaneously 
evaluated by van der Wal, see 0.6.2), building openings are measured. A calculation has been 
made of the current visual elimate response concerning the percentage of daylight openings. 
Also, to give an impression of the current thermal elimate response, a calculation of the amount 
of cross ventilation has been made. Outcomes of these elimate response calculations are 
provided insection 3.5 and Appendix C. 

FIELD SURVEY B (USER QUESTIONNAIRE) 

In order to answer the sub research question 1.2.d, field survey B is setup, to focus at the 
context, problems and neecis of the current physical environment according to the users. This 
survey gives insight in the current state and problems of the elirnatic aspects, other aspects 
(animals, insects, and hygiene), infrastructure, material preferences, maintenance related and 

future related aspects, questions are setup in a user questionnaire. 

Field survey A and B, further named as comparative study, can be found in section 3 and 
Appendix C. 

LITERATU RE ST UDY 

In order to answer the msearch questions 1.3. a lirerature study is carried out, to discover the 
sourees of current problems. Interpretation of this information in combination with the user 
neecis and field survey A, finally motivates the need for impravement of the existing roof, see 

section 4. 

0.6.2 COLLABORATION OF TWO TU/E DEPARTMENTS 

The complete comparative study described in section 0.6.1 and 0.6.2 is a synergy of studies 
by two students of the Eindhoven University of Technology, each with a different specialization, 
namely Erna van der Wal; Department Technology Management, Unit Human-Technology 
Interaction and Gijs Kreunen; Department Architecture, Building and Planning, Unit 
Architectural Design and Engineering. 
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HUMAN-TECHNOLOGY INTERACTION 

The field survey of Erna van der Wal focuses on the present situation and perceived 

problems according to the user, concerningfunctional elements (aspects that support user activities; 

space, infrastructure and comfort) and behavioural elements (privacy and social interaction) and 
additional elements (services and extra facilities). 

The findings and recommendations concerning functional, behavioural and additional 

elements are input for the research of undersigned. Where relevant, cross-reference will be made 
to the report of van der Wal (2005). 

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN AND ENGINEERING 

The field survey of Gijs Kreunen focuses on the present situation and perceived problems, 
concerning technica/ aspects (climate, building site, building materials, infrastructure and 

architectural needs in maintenance, future development and flexibility). 

Table 0.6-1 Elements of the comparative stut!J I?J two TU/ e units 

0.6.3 

Present physical situation Problems and needs 
ADE Site 

Space 

ADE 

HTI 
·······························--··--·-·~-··-······ 

Social HTI HTI 

Materials ADE ADE 

HTI 
r;;&;;;m;~;:;:;;:~ AbE + HTI ----HTi ................. . 

·············································································-·················································-···································--·······- ... ·······················--···--······ 
(Future) development ADE ADE 

HTI = unit Human-Technology Interaction 
ADE =unit Architectural Design and Engineering 

DESIGN TOOLS PART 2 

LITERATURE STUDY (DESIGN DEVELOPMENT) 

In order to answer design question 2.1., a literature study is carried out to determine elirnatic 

characteristics and the related user comfort to these characteristics for the improved design. This 

is described in section 6. In order to answer design question 2.2., information from the field survey 

A is used to determine the current roof configuration. Lack of information is resolved through 

literature study. This is described in section 7. In order to answer design question 2.3., information 

from Part 1 is used and literature study is carried out to determine a schedule of requirements. 
This is described in section 0. In order to answer design question 2.4., information from Part 1 is 

used and literature study is carried out to make design proposals to imprave the current situation. 
This all is described in section 9. 

DAVLIGHT SIMULATION (MODELLING) 

In order to answer sub design question 2.2.b. and sub design question 2.4.b., a scale model (scale 
1:16) is setup to determine the level of daylighting of the current design and of different design 

proposals. The current daylighting is described in section 7.4, daylighting concepts for the 
improved design are described insection 9.2. 

DATA COMPARISON 

In order to answer design question 2.5., the relevant preceding outputs from the existing 
design and the improved design are compared. This comparison determines the extends of 

improvement. 
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0.7 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
Apart from the introduetion and conclusions and recommendations, the rest of this report 

consists of two parts. 

PART 1 REASONING FOR THE IMPROYEMENT OF THE CURRENT ROOF 

In order to answer the main research problem 1; ''What is the state of the art of exist:ing 
rural health eentres in Tanzania?" an inventory of the present physical environment for 
healthcare in rural areas of Tanzania is made. It treats the main technica/ aspects of the present 
physical situation. 

In order to determine the current state of health delivery services, a comparative study of 
the present physical environment (of health centres) is carried out in the districts Morogoro Rural 
and Rufiji in Tanzania. Information about the set-up of the comparative study can be found in 
section 0.6.1, specific locations and information of these health eentres can be found in 
Appendix B. 

Chapter 2 describes the context for this comparative study and cuttent state of health 
centres. Subsequently chapter 3 describes the main fmdings of the comparative study. 

Finally the need for impravement of the current roof contiguration is motivated in cha.pter 
4. 

The context for this inventory and state will be described and subsequently the inventory, 
named field survey, is setup and executed. Cuttent state, performance and problems are 
scrut:inized in Appendix B. Finally the need fora new design of a building element is motivated. 

PART 2 DEYHOPMENT OF A PROTOTYPICAL ROOF 

Part one motivates the impravement of the current roof configuration. PART 2 is 
concerned with the answering of the main research problem 2:"What would be the most 

adequate design to imprave the cuttent roof?" Proposals to imprave the current situation can be 
generated. First, elirnatic parameters, user comfort and the cuttent contiguration of the roof are 
defined. Based on all preceding output a schedule of requirements will be setup. Design 
proposals will finally lead to the development of an improved roof design that is based on the 
cuttent contiguration and fits to its context, its users and the climate. 
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1 INTRODUCTION PART 1 

PART 1 is concemed with the answering of the main research problem 1; "What is the 

state of the art of existing rural health eentres in Tanzania?", and treats the main technica/aspectsof 
the present physical situation. 

In order to determine the current state of health delivery services, a comparative study of 
the present physical environment (of health eentres) is carried out in the districts Morogoro Rural 
and Rufiji in Tanzania. Information about the set-up of the comparative study can be found in 
sec ti on 0.6.1, specific locations and information of these health eentres can be found in 
Appendix B. 

Chapter 2 describes the context for this comparative study and current state of health 
een tres. Subsequently chapter 3 describes the main findings of the comparative study. 

Finally the need for impravement of the current roof configuration is motivated in chapter 
4. 
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2 TANZANIA 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Ths sectionis concemed with the following research question 1.1: "What is the context of 

the current healthcare delivery in Tanzania?" 
Elaboration of this question focuses at general characteristics of Tanzania and at general 

charaderistics of health in Tanzania. 

2.2 GENERAL DATA ABOUT TANZANIA 

POPULATION 

The fast growing popwation now (2007) reaches 38 million1. The current annual growth 
rate (2000-2005) of national population shows a percentage of 1.9 percent for Tanzania1; 
compared to 0.5 percent for The Netherlands1, 1.5 percent for Kenya and for India 1, and 4.2 
percent for Somalia 1 (the highest current growth ra te in the world). The inhabitants mainly live in 
rural areas (for 80 percent), where they foresee themselves in agricwture. 

ECONOMICAL RESOURCES 

Despite its potenrial and rich resource endowment Tanzania is a poor country with a 
national iocome per capita (Gross National Product) of about US$240 in 1999. Economical 
growth was about 7 percent in 2005. Estimates suggest that over half of its popwation is poor 
and 35 percent of the Tanzanian popwation live below the basic needs poverty line2. Ths means 
poverty is essentially a rural phenomenon; almast 61 percent2 of the rural popwation is poor 
compared to 39 percent of the urban popwation. Lack of economie growth and of iocome 
opportunities for the poor are at the root of the poverty problem, particwarly in the rural areas. 
Lack of money is also causing difficwties in starring up a new health facility as well as in the 
maintenance of current facilities (Reid, 2004 and Ngowi, 2004). 

CLIMATE 

Tanzania has a tropical equatorial climate, which is modified by altitude; the elevated 
topography modifies the usually wet trapies around theequator toa more benign climate. Variety 
in climates is found due to influences of the Indian Ocean, the highlands and the Central Plateau. 
Climates range from a hot, humid coast through arid steppe to dense wet equatorial rainforests 
and highland climates. ''The north has two distinct wet seasons from March to May and from 
November to December, while the rest of the country has one wet season from November to 
May. Around 50% of the country receives a mean annual precipitation of 760 mm with the mean 
maximum being 2540 mm at Lake Nyasa and the mean minimum being 510 mm on the Central 
Plateau. The prevailing winds are the NE and SE trade winds. Average annual temperature 
ranges in Dar es Salaam from 19 to 31 degrees Celsius"\ from 13 to 32 degrees Celsius in 
Dodoma on the Central Plateau, near Lake Victoria in Bukoba from 15 to 27 degrees Celcius and 
8 to 27 degrees Celsius in Mbeya on the Southem Highlands (Griffiths, 1972). 

1 http://globalis.gvu.unu.edu/indicotor.dm?Countrv= TZ&IndicotoriD= 132 
2 http://www. tzonline .org/pdf/developmentassistonceframework. pdf; 

http://www.tanzania.go.tz/hbs/Key findings HBS Eng.pdf 
3 http://www.atlapedia .com/online/countries/tanzania.htm 
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Por more detailed and charted elimate information, see Appendix A. 

FORESTRY RESOURCES 

People in Tanzania are generally more dependent on forestry resources than people in 
developed countries, because Tanzanian forests supply 90 percent of the total energy demand. 
Perpetrators of deforestation are uncontrolled clearing of forest and woodlands for charcoal1, the 
unsustainable harvesting of timber, the conversion of forestry areas for cultivarion and agriculture 
(IUCN, 2004) and the production of baked products like Üred bricks and tiles. While the supply 
of fuel wood is decreasing, the demand is rapidly increasing because of population growth. 
Preservation of forestry resources play an important role, since forest area is declined from 50 
percent of totalland area in 1938 to 43 percent in 1987. 

RAINFALL AND DROUGHT 

The clearing of forests, have resulted in soil erosion, land degradation and desertification. 
These are major threats to the environment (UN, 1997). Soil erosion increases flooding after 
rains and reduces water flow between the rains. This causes a high risk for drought which 
complicates agricultural activities and a healthy environment. The lack of clean water increases 
the occurrence of water-home diseases, like diarrhoea, typhoid and cholera (Pavoola, 2003). 

It is important to control and use rainwater at building level. During the wet season there 

is a big amount of raiowater what can be harvested. During the dry season this water cao be used 
for nutrition, food preparation and the cleaning of instruments, all or oot compared with piped 

water supply. 

AVAILABILITY OF ENERGY 

Changes in rainfall and water flow also have great impact at the provision of electricity, 
because rainwater is the main souree for hydro power plants. These are responsible for two third 
of the total dectricity supply in Tanzania. During dry season power failures are common. 
Thermal power plants provide the other one third (SPG Media, 1996). 

Tanzania has a widespread transmission network that covers a significant proportion of 
the urban areas; conversely dectricity is oot widespread in rural areas. In recent years the energy 
demand has been rising rapidly, due to population growth. The coverage of dectricity in 
Morogoro Rural is only 1,5 percent and mainly found in the urban areas (fEHIP, 2004). An 
autarchie supply of dectricity is important, especially for a health centre. 

INFRASTRUCTURE 

Roads in the country are in a poor condition and the remaining majority are oot tarred. 
Although a program was launched in 1990 to repair the roads and spur economie development, 
the remote areas are still difficult to access. Accessibility is improving and health eentres are often 
placed near a prirnary road, but transport routes and their resulting building costs can be reduced. 

1 Charcoal is widely used for cooking in urban centres, while ürewood is mostly used in 
rural and su burban areas. 
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2.3 HEALTH IN TANZANIA 
Tanzania has an extensive network of health facilities. 

Villl\ge health post 

Figure 2.3-1 Structure of health delivery in Tanzania; health eentres are inventoried in this stuc!J 

The health service system assumes a pyramidal pattem from widespread village health 
services at the base to health services at the top by consultant/ referral hospitals. Health eentres 
are inventoried in this study and are expected to cater for 50.000 people; this is approximately the 
population of one administrative division. It is also a referral centre for dispensaties in its 
catchment area. Health eentres offer services to both outpatients and inpatients, inclucling 
matemal and child healthcare. Although these services are widespread, 80 percent of the 
inhabitants have access to health services (The United Republic of Tanzania; PORALG, 2003) 
and about seven million people do not have access to proper healthcare. More information about 
this system can be found in Appendix A. 

The life expectancy at birth is remarkably declined in the last 10 to 15 years. The life 
expectancy for females and rnales declined from 50 years in 1990 to 48,5 years in 1995 and 44,4 
in 2000 (World Bank Database, 2003). A major cause is the rising cause of death due to the 
prevalenee of HIV/ AIDS. Prevalenee from HIV/ AIDS has increased from one percent of the 
population in 1985 to ten percent in 2002 (UN Program on HIV AIDS, 2004). HIV/ AIDS is still 
continuing to ravage people. Malaria is another major cause of deaths. This parasitic disease is 
carried by mosquitoes and in case it is not treated soon enough death will follow. A third major 
cause of diseases is the prevalenee of water bome diseases, because of the lack of clean water. In 
case contaminated water is transmitted via facial and oral routes, diseases like diarrhoea, cholera, 
dysentery and typhoid can occur. Nutrition-related health problems are common in all age 
groups, but children under 5 years old and pregnant women are more severely affected. 
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3 COMPARATIVE STUDY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This section is concemed with the research question 1.2.;"What can be leamed Erom the 

existing rural health eentres in Tanzania?" 

The question focuses at the current state and is further elaborated into the aspects: 
functional state, technica! state, elimate response and human-technology interaction. Current 

functional aspects describe layout, ground plan and daily schedule; current technica! state 

concerns construction, application of building technologies and materials, maintenance and 

future development; current elimate response is elaborated into proteetion to sun heat, rain, 

animals and insects; human-technology interaction treats current visual and thermal comfort 

according to the user(s). 

To describe the existing situation, six rural health eentres are evaluated during the period 

April 2004- June 2004. Observation schemes are used, measurements are carried out and health 

staffis interviewed. At the same time van der Wal (2005) had setup and clone a post-occupancy 
user evaluation. The evaluation methods are described in section 0.6.1. The preparation and 

specific field information of these surveys can be found in the Appendices B and C. 

3.2 GENERAL DATA 

3.2.1 TANZANIA ESSENTIAL HEALTH INTERVENTIONS PROJECT 

The comparative study of the existing physical environment for healthcare is a 

continuation of the experiences and network of Tanzania Essenrial Health lnterventions Project 

(TEHIP). TEHIP is a research and development partnership involving the Tanzanian Ministry of 

Health (MoH) and the Canadian International Development Research Centre (IDRC). TEHIP 

was established to test innovations in planning, priority setting and resource allocation at district 

level, in the context of the reform and decentralization of Tanzania's healthcare system. 

Practically TEHIP supports the rehabilitation and maintenance of health facilities in rural areas of 

Tanzania by means of funds and the organisation of a rehabilitation program. 

3.2.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE VISITED DISTRICTS 

TANZANIA 

Morogoro Rural 

Figure 3.2-1 Map oJTanzania with the visited distrias Morogoro Rural and Rujiji 
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- -----··--····---··-·--- - ---- --

RUFIJI DISTRICT 1 

Rufiji District is situated 178 kilometres south from the fonner capita! Dar es Salaam near 
the Indian Ocean on the coastal lowlands (0-600 m), with a mean altitude less than 500 meter 
above sea level. A prominent feature of the district is the Rufiji River, from which the district 
takesits name. The river has a large floodplain (about 15 km) and the most extensive delta in the 

country. The population density is about 13 inhabitants per square kilometre (2004). The district 
is largely rural, but the population is clustered around the townships. The district is accessible via 
the Dar es Salaam - Lindi/ Mtwara trunk road. More than half of it is tarmac, the rest is 
unpaved. The unpaved roads are very difficult to travel along during the rainy season, and even 
some parts are accessible by boat only. 

MOROGORO RURAL DISTRICT 1 2 

Morogoro Rural District is located 180 kilometres west from Dar es Salaam, between the 

coastallowlands and the central highlands. The district has great variability in topography; about 
half of the district is a savannah zone at 600-800 m above sea level, one fifth is a semi
mountainous (800-1200 m) and one quarter is mountainous (1200-2000 m). The population 
density is about 30 inhabitants per square kilometre (2002) and the district covers a widespread 
rural area. 

The district is accessible by the west Dar es Salaam - Iringa/ Mbeya trunk road. The 
secondary access road is the Morogoro - Dodoma trunk road. All trunk roads are tarmac roads. 
Most of the other access roads are unpaved and difficult to travel along during the rainy season. 

More specific infonnation for both districts about the climate, inhabitants, health, literacy, 
building technology, livelihood, accessibility, communication, water, dectricity and sanitation can 
he found in Appendix A. 

OVERVIEW OF VISITED HEALTH CENTRES 

Tab Ie 3.2-1 List of investigated jacilities with general itiformation 

Health 

District centre 

Rufiji Kibiti 

Rufiji Ikwiriri 

Morogoro Melela 

Morogoro Mgeta 

Morogoro Ngerengere 

Morogoro Turian.i 

Phase 1 = Dispensary 
Phase 2= Health centre 

Y ear of construction 

Phase 1 Phase 2 

Not available Not available 

1960 199()..1993 

1973 1998-2003 

1974 1974 

1954 1954 

2002 

G= Govemment -based 
C= Community-based 
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Altirode 
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23 
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850 

229 
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Climate 

Annual 
rainfall Zone 
[mm] 

1000 Coastal 

900 Coastal 

750 Savannah 

1200 
Semi-
mountainous 

~600 Savannah 

900 Savannah 

Climatic data from different sourees 

1 Carman (2004), http:/ /web.idrc.ca/en/ev-43015-201-1-DO_TOPIC.htrnl 
2 TEHIP (2004), publication byTEHIP and the Morogoro District Council DSS 
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Ikwiriri health centre OPD (Rufiji) Kibiti health centre OPD (Rufiji) 

Melela health centre (Morogoro Rural) Mgeta health centre OPD (Morogoro Rural) 

Ngerengere HC (Morogoro Rural) Turiani dispensary (Morogoro Rural) 

Pbotos 3.2-1 Overview of al4for the comparitive stutfy, visited health eentres 

3.3 FUNCTIONAL STATE 

3.3.1 DEPARTMENTS 

All health eentres have clustered their activities in different departments. These are general 
outparient department (OPD), mother child healthcare department (MCH), inpatient department 
(IPD), and supportive department (SUP). 
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3 COMPARATJVE STUDY FUNCT IO NA L ST ATE 

OPD 
IPD 
MCH 

-------- ·------·-·----

These departments fulfil different functions: 

General outparient department diagnosis, day-to-day (preventive and curative) 

treatments, operation and distribution of medicines; 

Mother child healthcare department: diagnosis, prenatal-, delivery-, postoatal care, 

education (family planning, health and nutrition), immunization; 

Inpatient department: day and night care; 

Supportive department: administration, laboratory, storing (medicines, transport, 

others), meal preparation, resting, waste disposal, sanitary, cleaning. 
Further descriptions are discussed by Van der Wal (2005) at section 4.2. 

06.00 
Swuise 

07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18.00 
Sunset 

Figure 3.3-1 Dai!J schedule rif room occupation per department 

During the whole year ;,treas around the equator experience the same daily rhythm. 
Daytime starts around 6.00 hour and ends around 18.00 hour. At the health eentres most day-to

day treatments take place between 7.00 and 14.00. Inpatient care and natality care can take place 

on a day and night basis. 

3.3.2 TYPOLOGY OF LAYOUT 
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Figure 3.3-2 Lfyout iflkwiriri health centre, the partitioning rif departments is dispersed 

The layout typology of all plots assumes a dispersed plan with the main shapes oriented 

east-west, like Ikwiriri at Figure 3.3-2. As an exception to these typologies, Ngerengere houses all 
its departments in an 0-shaped plan. The courtyard design enables full proteetion to sun and rain 
as the walkways between the different departments are paved and roofed. An overview of all 
plans is represented in Appendix C. 
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3.3.3 SERVICES 

WATER SUPPLY 

Photo 3.3-1 A deep wel/ pump often provides water supp!J, like bere in Kibiti and Ikwiriri (right) 

Most health eentres have a deep well water pwnp (aften installed by UNICEF), like at the 

Photo 3.3-2 Smali-scale rainwater haroesting rystem in Photo 3.3-3 Haroested rainwater as general water 
Ikwiriri device in Ngerengere 

Besides a well, Ikwiriri and Kibiti health eentres additionally use smali-scale raiowater 
harvesting. Some health eentres have a piped water supply. Ngerengere generally uses a 
rainwater-harvesting device about 7500 litres; it provides for water for 3 months during a dry 

season of 5 months. 

ENERGY SUPPLY 

Almast all facilities (except one) make use of solar-energy for radio-calis and a small 
lighting-device (in mostly one room). Futthermare no use of energy, except the refrigerators 
operaring on gas. 

3.3.4 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
The lifespan of a health service is relatively long. Reid (e-mail correspondence, September 

18, 2006) considered a figure of 25 years appropriate for the lifespan of health facilities. During 
this lifetime the circwnstances wiJl change like different medical treatment techniques, changing 
disease profile, teehoical improvements and financial opportunities. 

Rearrangement of functions did not take place in the past. Extensions of functions on the 
other hand are frequently observed. This is explained by the fact that most health eentres 
experience an increase of parient flow; nowadays two till three times more patients attend the 
health centre compared to five years ago. According to the staffit is mostly needed to adapt the 
building to parient flow and medical treatment. Currently none of the health eentres use a 
development plan for expansion, but the Ministry of Health is working on a phase plan for the 
development from dispensary to hospita!. 
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---------------.. ···--····---

3.4 TECHNICAL STATE 

3.4.1 CONSTRUCTION 
The main constructions of all observed health eentres are camparabie as both the design 

and construction are government based. A typical section is shown in Figure 3.4-1. 

Figure 3.4-1 Tjpical section of a health centre, with a treatment room and a lean-to veranda (most!J used as 
waiting area) 

The waiting area by means of a veranda is only found at the OPD and MCH departments. 

3.4.2 BUILDING MATERIAL USAGE AND SUPPLY 
All facilities make use of the samebuilding matenals. Table 3.4-1 shows an overview per 

building element of the applied matenals and the condition, determined by the evaluator. 

Table 3.4-1 Overview of the existing building elements with their matenals and condition 

Building element 1 Applied material 1 Condition Note 
Floor 6 Concrete 6 Good 
Fioor finish~~···· -··· 6 s;;.;;J ~~~~;~~ -- 6 - -c~ 
Extemal waiÏs ········· ·· ··················· - · · 6 Swd ;;;;;;~;;(-bi~;i~ - 6" Good 

·--«--«••••• ••••••• - ...... -.~. • . ...... ...................................................................... ,,, _ _____ ·······-····· .................. ... ... .................. ---· 

lntemal walls 6 Sand cement blocks 6 Good 

····--~~J.L~:~h~-~ -·::··::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ::::::~::::~::~ ::"6 ·::::::::$.~~---~~-~~-~--p~~-~i.:::±::~·~:····· 6 ........ G-~~f :·:····::·::····:·:::::::···:::.::::::~~~::FiS~~~~---·-~-~~-~-~-~-~-~ ... .. . 
Roof trusses 6 Timber 5 Good 

_ _ (\\litl:'!l:tiJ<:<Jj()Îtl(S) _l ____ yeryp()()! . ~~?~~~~Y.~~(t!S 
3 Good 

Roof cover 6 Corrugated iron sheets 
-·--··········· - - ········· ·· - - - --- -··· -····· ·······- ···· ···················· ······················· ···· ······························ · :3 -·~··~~c .......... ... .......... --·- c ~·-·········· · ·· ···········---········ ····· · · · ·· ··· ··--

Ccilings 
4 

2 

Softboard 

Hardboard 

Frames 
5 Timber 

....................... !.----~~! --·-- ··········--- ~~?~.~.c:<l ... ~Y .. t.e.~~~s ....... . 
Aluminium 1 Poor X 

Window shutters. Ï (;i;;;~·- --·---· ··· ·-· 1 ····-ÏTttï;;p;;;;~- --·····-)( - -
5 Without shutters 

····················· ~~~·~····~~··- .................................. ·~· -·· · ·- ·····- · ·- ··· · ··········---·---·-··--·""·""·--···-···-······-·-·-~----····· 

5 Insect sereens 5 Poor 
Insect sereens Without insect screen 

Door~······· ··· ~--- ~!'~~~el!'~~h wire - } -ra:l -··-······--··· 
5- së~ci ~;;cl~ - - - - - ------- - 5- - -c;;;;J---······ 

Burglar fencing 
Without burglar feacing 

1= Number of facilities to which it is applicable (maximum= 6) 
X= Lack of essenrial maintenance 

x 

Grid 5x5cm 

The supply of these matenals is clone by both the community and the government. The 
building materials that can be supplied by local community are: timber, waoden frames (including 
burglar fencing), burnt clay bncks, stones, gravel and loam. Most of other matenals are supplied 
by the government: cement, masonry- and plaster sand, fly sereens and mesh wire. 
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3.4.3 MAINTENANCE 
When elements need maintenance, the district engineer or district medical officer is 

contacted to organise undertaking maintenance. The following table shows the maintenance 

activities that are carried out in the past. Also is shown which maintenance will be required 

needed in the near future, based on past experiences by the health staff. 

Table 3.4-2 Table of (needed) maintenance from all health centres, basedon health sttiff experiences 

Considered period Character of maintenance 
-=----~----------~~--~--------~~--~~-------

Reparation Renewal Renovation 

-5<year 2004<0 

-----·······-··~···· · · ·-- ··-

······--····---···-----

Closing ventilation holes 

Remove bats annually 

K 
T 

Roof 

L Wire mesh 

Doors 

I 
K 

L 

Wall paint 

Mosquito gauze 

Roofpainting 

····················································· ·· ·-··-· · - ·- ·· · -·---,B,---~gill!Je~c!:':tiL ...... - I_ .. ..... .......... ·········- ·-............. _, __ ... 
Ceilin board L ·········································································- ·················-·········-- ..................... JL ...... - .......... -............ .. -............ .. 

O<year 2004<1 Walls 

Roof 

Entrance 

Remove bats annually 
····································································- ····································-

Ceilin board 

1 <year 2004<3 Remove bats annually 

Windows M 

Rainwater harvesting N 

Ceiling Wall paint 

Roof - -- -- -- - I.r<>.!lg>llJ:'Z~-
M Glass Iouvre shutters 

T 

!:____ - ·---
M 
T 
L 

Burglar fencing N Foundation 
·············- ··- ··-··-·-·- ·--·- ················--··--········-·-···--·--

Buildin linth .......... _ .............................. J:LP ............................... .. 

I 
L 
N 
L 

N 

L 
N 
M 
M 

................... -- ,,,,,,,,,,,, .... .... ~~.P.<liJ1t_.,,,__ -- ~ --

------- · ''"" ""-""""""""'"""" 

3<year 2004<5 Remove bats annually 
T 
L 

I- Ikwiriri 
K= Kibiti 

3.5 

3.5.1 

L- Melela 
M=Mgeta 

N- Ngerengere 
T= Turiani 

CLIMATE RESPONSE 

SITE 

Wall finishes N 

N 

...................... ~<>.~~to g>!IJZ..~-- __ N 
Doors L 

Wall paint L 

Most plots have a flat landscaping with grass vegetation. This means the building is less 

exposed to winds that contain air that is heated up by the ground surface. Grass also prevents the 

interior space from glare because direct sun radiacion is nat reflected. Another important 

advantage of grass vegetation is the prevention from easily evaporation and soil erosion. Mostly 

all buildings have a surrounding plantation border. In the two cases without surrounding borders, 

soil erosion is encountered, which has led to settlements and cracks due to the penetraciao of 

water underneath the foundation. In all cases no permanent measures for storm water drainage 

were present. 

As the air-velocity can be low in Tanzania, a plot surface without bushes allows the wind 

to penetrate more easily into the building. At most health eentres shading trees provide pleasant 

outdoor (waiting) spaces. Also palm trees are widely abundant; because leafs are found at the end 

of the trunk, cooling breezes are nat obstructed and the tree provides shade as well. 
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------ -----··--------------- -

3.5.2 BUILDING- THERMAL ASPECTS 
In order to prevent hearing up of the interior, proteetion measures should be taken. In 

order to determine to which extend the current buildings are satisfying, orientation and 
ventilation are elaborated. 

ORIENTATION 

In order to prevent the interior from hearing up, the building openings should be shaded. 
This is mostly provided by a right orientation in combination with overhangs. Mostly trees 
provide shade at the exterior as wairing area. 

Photo 3.5-1 Buildings are longitudinal oriented east-west Figure 3.5-1 Sun-path at the equator (Koch-Nielsen, 
2002) 

All buildings are oriented to keep out direct sunshine, because they are longitudinal shaped 
east - west. The overhang can provide shade during the day at the building openings in northem 
and southern direction. Only at sunrise theeast façade (see Photo 3.5-1) and at sunset the west 

façade is exposed to full sunshine, see Figure 3.5-1 (the angle a is explained insection 6.2.1). 
Besides proteetion to sunshine the overhang also protects the interior from rain penetration. 

INTERNAL VENTILATION AIR MOVEMENT 

In order to prevent the interior from hearing up and provide sensible air movement, it is 
essenrial to ventilate the interior at body level. To create airflow, the interior of all current 
facilities is naturally ventilated without additional facilities (like fans). The rooms are ventilated by 
wall openings whether through single-sicled ventilation, cross ventilation or a combination of 
these two types. 
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Figure 3.5-2 Cumnt means for venti/ation 

In case ventilacion is provided single-sided, there is only air movement to a shallow depth 
of the room, while cross ventilation admits air to pass through the whole room. For the latter it is 
important to have air pressure difference between the inlet and outlet openings. 
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Figure 3.5-4 Venti/ation in/et area as percentage of wal/ area 

Air movement of single sicled ventilation is much lower, because air pressure difference 
between inlet and outlet is lacking. According to Figure 3.5-3 (Bansal, 1994, Fig 3.3.5-4, pg 140) 
internal air movement of single-sicled ventilacion is 40 to 45 percent less effeccive than cross 
ventilacion. As the internal wind speed is expressed as percentage of external wind speed, this 
figure excludes external influences like the occurrence of vegetation and landscaping, and the 
orientacion of the inlet openings to the prevailing wind. 

In order to campare user satisfaction (determined by van der Wal) to internal air 

movement, first the areas of ventilation inlet openings as percentage of wall area are determined. 

Figure 3.5-4 shows that current the ventilation inlet wall openings vary heavily between the health 
centre departments. Mean values are between 10 and 25 percent; extreme val u es are between 8 
percent and 43 percent. 
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In the current health eentres intemal air movement is not specifically provided by single
sicled ventilation or by cross ventilation. In order to detennine the amount of intemal air 

movement (whether provided single-sicled and/ or cross ventilation) the performance efficiency 
factor is introduced. 

t Performance efficiency factor 
(= ventilation outlet area I ventilation inlet area) 

0,9 -,.---------· 
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Figure 3.5-5 Performance dficienry (p.e.) factor 

Por internal air movement difference between air pressure is most important, the influence 
of internal obstructions (by persons or furniture) and building width is less important 
(conversation de Wit, 5 June 2007). The performance efficiency (p.e.) factor determines the 
amount of cross ventilation. As the amount of cross ventilation depends on the area of the inlet 
and outlet openings, this p.e. factor is expressed by dividing outlet area by inlet area. Por every 
health centre department these are expressed in Figure 3.5-5. Factor 0 represents full single sicled 
ventilation and factor 1 represems full cross ventilation. Meao values are around 0,4 and the 
extremes are between 0,2 and 0,8. 

Finally, to determine the percentage of current ventilation per health centre department, 
the percentage of internal air movement as percentage of extemal wind speed cao be calculated, 
based on the preceding figures. The steps to determine this percentage are as follows: 

1. Determine the percentage ventilation inlet area in Figure 3.5-3; 
2. Determine the performance efficiency (p.e.) factor in Figure 3.5-5; 
3. Determine the internal wind speed as percentage of external wind by Figure 3.5-3 

through linear interpolation of the p.e. factor between the curves for single window 
and cross ventilation. 

Example 1: Determination of the percentage of internal wind speed in Melela IPD 
1. Percentage ventilation inlet area= 43% (see Figure 3.5-3) 
2. Performance efficiency factor= 0,5 (see Figure 3.5-5) 
3. Intemal wind speed as percentage of extemal wind speed= 27% (see Figure 3.5-3 ); in 

case extemal wind speed is 0,8 m/s (see Table 6.3-1), internal wind speed would be 
0,2 m/s. 

It is also possible to ventilate the room by making use of the stack-effect (rising hot air), 

which is called ridge-extracted ventilation (also see section 9.3). In none of the health eentres this 
type of ventilation is perceived. 
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3.5.3 BUllDING- VISUAl ASPECTS 

PERCENTAGE OF WALL OPENINGS FOR DAYLIGHTING 

In the field it was not able to measure illuminance in the interior rooms. So besides the 
measurement of wall openings for ventilation, the wall openings that provide daylighting are 
compared to floor area. 

30% 

25% 

20% 

15% 

10'% . 

5% • . 

0% 

·-

I 

D OPD 
• MCH 
•IPD 
OSUP --

Figure 3.5-6 Percentage of cumnt daylight openings as percentage of jloor area 

The values above represent the amount of wall openings for daylighting as percentage of 
floor area. This is an indication, because location of windows, sky conditions and extemal and 
internal reflection components are excluded. The influence of the shading veranda is included 
with a reduction factor (following the Dutch norm NEN 2057). The mean percentages in Figure 
3.5-6 are around 15 percent, while extreme percentages flucruate between 7 and 27 percent. The 
sufficiency of current daylight openings is discussed in section 7.4.2. 

3.5.4 BUllDING-OTHER ASPECTS 

RAIN 

Lauvers and shutters can proteet the interior from the penetration of rain. In most cases 
there are no adjustable louver shutters, except Kibiti has shutters at the OPD and male ward and 
in Mgeta all departments have adjustable glass louver shutters without maintenance; the broken 

glass parts are not replaced. 

BATS 

In almost all cases bats are able to enter the building through small holes (about lx2cm), 
mostly in the eaves (between the roof - wall connection) and place themselves in the attic 
(between the roof and the ceiling). The nuisance they cause is tremenclous to staff and patients. 
Their faeces produce an unacceptable smell and drop on the ceiling so it gets loosened. In some 
cases measures are taken by removing the bats once a year. 

TERMITES 

In two cases termites attack construction timber. The other facilities have taken preventive 

measures to termites, by impregnating the tirober construction elements. 

MOSQUITO ES 

At site level, no measures are taken to reduce the nuisance of mosquitoes, like (distracting) 
extemallighting and cutring back of bus hes. All sites have no neighbouring standing water places, 
which diseaurages mosquitoes to multiply. 

At building level, wall openings need proteetion to prevent the interior from outer 
influences and at the same time create human comfort; it is the part where these different aims 
have to be integrated. Most openings are equipped with mosquito screens, but mostly they are in 
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a very poor state of repair. This means there is nuisance of mosquitoes, especially tn the 

departments that are permanently occupied. 

EQUIPMENT OF WINDOW OPENINGS 

Window openings are minimally equipped, following the same principle. 
1-

Outside 

l 
I lnside 

Figure 3.5-7 Detail of a typical window opening (scale 1:5) 

Proteetion from outside to ioside: 

Bats mosquiroes and flies· 
By meaos of mosquito screen + mesb wire 

~ 
By means of steel rods as burglar feociog 
(010mm, leogtb ca. 600mm) 

The window opening has to prevent the interior from the entry of burglars, bats, 

mosquitoes and flies, see Figure 3.5-7. Windows and doors are equipped with burglar fencing at 

rooms that need more security, like the radio room and (medica!) storerooms. Mgeta health 

centre is additionally equipped with adjustable glass louvers, because cold mountain winds can 

cause discomfort, Kibiti OPD is additionally equipped with glass shutters. 
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4 NEEDS FOR IMPROYEMENT 

4.1 I NTRODUCTION 
This section is concemed with the following research question 1.3: "In case there is need 

for impraving existing health centres, which 'building element' is the most needed and 

interes ring?" 

The question focuses at the needs for impravement of building elements of the existing 

health centres. This is further elaborated into technica! state, elimate response and user needs. 

This output will finally motivate the need for impravement of an existing building element. 

4.2 NEEDS FOR IMPROYEMENT 

4.2.1 TECHNICAL PROBLEMS 

TIMBER CONSTRUCTION 

CEILING 

ROOF COVER 

Prablem 

description 
Caused by 
design 

During dry season No preventive anti-
nuisance of termites tennite measures 
(only in two cases) 

Cracks in Wrong combination 
construction of timber and 
(only in one case) concrete (due to 

different 
coefficients of 
expansion) 
Concrete beam is 
calcuhted 
improperly 

Prablem Caused by 
description design 
Loose of ceiling Space between roof 
(only in one case) cover and ceiling is 

not ventilated 

Problem Caused by 

description design 
Non-optima! use of Inadequate 
materials observance of 

material sizes 

Caused by 
realisation 
No proteetion of 
timber (witb 
impregnation 
coating Dieldrin) 

Formwork for 
beam is 
permanently 
embedded in 
column 
Possible Jack of 
cement 
Dimensions are 
possibly unclear or 
not specified in tbe 
drawin 

Caused by 
realisation 
Soft board not 
resistant to faeces 
of bats 

Caused by 

realisation 
Overlapping 
material 

Caused by 

operation 

Caused by 
operation 
Leakage of roof 

Caused by 

operation 
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Leaking roof edges Hippeel roof edges 
are too complex 
and too sensitive 
for leakage if not 
propedy maintained 

Space between the 
single roof skin and 
ceiling are not 
ventilated 

4.2.2 VISUAL CLIMA TE RESPONSE PROBLEMS 

DAVLIGHT ENTRY 

ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING 

Problem 

Direct access 
sunlight 
Glare 

Small arnount of 
functional daylight 
Glare 

room 
big eaves 
complicates access 
of daylight (see 
drawing: waiting 
space) 
No use of artificial 
light Qack of 
electricity) 

openings 
in façade facing 
west and east 

Daylight openings 
in façade facing 
west and east 
Direct sunlight is 
not filtered (by 
trees are shading 
Jou vers) 

NE EDS FOR IMPROYEMENT 

Gauge 30 is often 
applied, but on 
accounts of 
strengthand 
durability 28G (= 
0.37 mm) or thicker 
sbould be applied 

Caused by 
realisation 

Incidental problems 
with roain taining 
iron sheeted roof 
(mostly in edges of 
a hipped roof) 

Closing of roof 
eaves 

Caused by 
operation 
For reasans 
covering of 
ventilation facility 
abscructs light to 

penetrate in the 
room 

many cases 
rearrangement of 
rooms to building 
ends (at east and 
west) lead to 
inade<juate 
daylighting 

Although artificiallighting is not within the scope of this work, it is noteworthy that in all 
cases lighting is insufficient during evening- and night time (van der Wal, 2005, pg 64) in order to 
perfarm emergency tasks. Currently at least one (clinical officer) room per health centre is 
illuminated with small fluorescent lighting. Also illumination levels in operaring theatres need to 
be increased, whether created with artificiallighting or with daylighting. 
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4.2.3 THERMAL CLIMATE RESPONSE PROSLEMS 

ANIMALS AND INSECTS 

Problem 

rooms 

Problem 

venwation 

No stack 
venwation in aU 
faciiities 

Problem 
description 

Caused by 

to keep out bats are 
missing. Heat is 
stored in the attic 
and radiates 
through the ceiling 

Caused by 

Inlet opeaiags are 
generally enough 
(see section 3.5.2), 
but opposite 
openings to 
provide cross 
venwation are 
often lacking 

Caused by 
design 

Mosquitoes are free No detail for easy 
to enter building renewal of 

rnosquito sereens 

Attic is oot open 
noise nuisances of enough for 
bats in the attic penetranon of light 

and vearilatioo 

4.2.4 USER SATISFACTION OF DAYLIGHTING 

Caused by 
realisation 

Caused by 
realis a ti on 

Caused by 
realisation 

P.A.RT 1 
Gijs Kreunen 

Caused by 
opera ti on 
Space between roof 
and ceiling is closed 
to distract bats 

Caused by 

Coveringof 
venwation 
openings because 
of privacy reasoos 

Caused by 
operation 
Mosquito sereens 
are not being 
maintained 

some cases 
ceiling not easy to 
open to remove 
bats 

The level of daylighting comfort according to the users is assessed by van der Wal (2005). 
Currently patients are more satisfied with lighting than staff. According to van der Wal (2005, pg. 
52) the staff had problems with the amount of light in 68% (n=116) of the rooms, just 20% 
(n=50) of the patients had those problems (the number n means the number of persons). 1b.is 
can be explained by the different needs for illumination (see Table 8.5-2); the staffs have to 
perform critica! tasks (operation theatre) and patients are mostly waiting, resting or recovering. 
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Currently daylight enters the building through wall openings. About 15 to 20 percent of 
the wall is open to provide daylighting in inpatient and mother child healthcare departments, this 
is about 20 to 25 percent for outparient departments, see Figure 3.5-6. The wall openings provide 
contact to outside and the ability for cross ventilation. The amount of functionallight decreases 
when the depth of the room increases, see Figure 7.4-2. By dividing wall opening area by floor 
area, average daylight openings are about 15 percent. The Dutch NEN 2057 norm prescribes a 
minimum of 10 percent for a bi de areas. 

4.2.5 USER SATISFACTION OF THERMAL COMFORT 

The level of thermal comfort according to the users is assessed by van der Wal (2005). 
Both staff and patients did not experience many problems. According to van der Wal (2005, pg. 
51) in merely 12 percent (n= 121) of the rooms the users had problems with room temperature. 
This is not surprising, because the evaluation of thermal comfort indicates that thermal comfort 
is quite good throughout the year, except during part of the wet season. For 2 months humidity is 
high and evaporation of the body is difficult; the only means to achieve thermal user comfort is 
increasing ventilation (see the last paragraph of section 6.5). 

4.3 SELECTION OF THE REFERENCE PROJECT 
Based on the preceding study, this section fust describes the selection of the building 

element to improve. Secondly, a health centre that is found most suitable is appointed as point of 
reference. This selection will form the base for further impravement in PART 2. 

4.3.1 SELECTION OF A 'BUILDING ELEMENT' TO IMPROVE 

Both the roof and external wall are related to the provision of human comfort. Currently 
the walls mainly provide daylighting and the ability for cross ventilation, the roof mainly provides 
proteetion to rain and to hearing up of the interior. In order to imprave user comfort by passive 
means these two building elements will briefly he explored. 

POSSIBLE IMPROYEMENT OF THE EXISTING EXTERNAL WALL 

The external wall has many functions, which makes it a complex element to design. In a 

tropical elimate there are conilicting situations consiclering its dual functions. The wall needs to 
prevent the entry of heat, but should adrnit enough diffuse light and air for cross ventilation at 
the same time. The wall also needs to proteet the interior from dusty winds and rain. In areas 
where the evenings and nights are cold, the wall can act as a hearing element; the sun heat that is 
obtained during the day can he re-ernitted at colder evening and night times. 

As shown in Table 3.4-1 and in sec ti on 4.2.1, currently the walls are found in a good state. 
Apart from some exceptions the plastering and paintwork is also in a good state of repair. In a 
few cases setclement cracks are found due to the penetration of water under the building, caused 
by soil erosion due to the absence of storm water drainage or a surrounding planration border. 

To imprave daylighting by suiting the extemal wall, the wall openings need a special device 
to reflect (direct) sunlight deeper into the room. Impravement of cross ventilation by means of 
the extemal wall will lead to enlargement of the existing openings and/ or creation of new 

openings. 
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POSSIBLE IMPROYEMENT OF THE EXISTING ROOF 

In the humid tropics the main function of the roof is to act as an umbrella. It needs to 
proteet the wall and openings from heat gain and rainwater. The roof can also increase 
ventilation through ridge extracted ventilation (see last paragraph of section 3.5.2 and section 
9.3). The (flat) roof is often used as a hearing element in the dry tropics with hot days and cold 

nights. The sun heat that is obtained during the day can be re-emitted at colder evening and night 
times. In the humid trapies the roof bas opposite characters; the pitch is steep and the cover 
and/ or ceiling is reflecting and of low weight to prevent from water penetration respectively 
hearing up of the interior. 

As shown in Table 3.4-1, the timber roof constructions are found in a good condition, in a 
few cases termites attack the timber. The roof pitches are steep enough for adequate water run 
off, but in a few cases the roof is not waterproof due to overdue maintenance. Especially the 
ridgings of hipped roofs are found in a poor state. Because the eaves are closed due to nuisance 
of bats, ventilation in the attic is low, which causes discomfort. 

According to Stulz (2000), in the tropics the roof is the most important building element 
to create human comfort. By adding a (covered) skylight daylight can be admitted at a place 
where it is most needed; the middle of the room. Secondly, thermal movement through ridge 

extracted ventilation supports the current low cross ventilation through the walls. Opening the 
eaves allows airflow for stack-ventilation of the attic and daylight can enter the attic, this reduces 
the thermal impact and is a preventive measure for the en try of bats. 

CONCLUSION 

As the development and design take place in a developing country, the selection of a 
building element for further improverneut is mostly framed by its context. Specific contextual 
conditions are described in section 8.2; the most important conditions for the selection are briefly 
recapitulated bere: 

Cos t -effectiveness: 

~ To limit rehabilitation costs it is assumed that no radical physical changes will be 
made for the impravement 

~ Re-use existing matenals as much as possible 

Stimulate local economie growth: 

~ Community based approach in realisation and maintenance 

Climate response: 

~ Adapt the building to functionallighting needs and thermal needs of the user 

Impravement of daylighring and ventilation principles by modifying the roof can be very 
simple. The orientation to admit daylight by means of a skylight in the ridge is already optimal in 
all existing situations. To allow ridge extracted ventilation at the same time, "two birds are killed 
with one stone". It is assumed that the means for modification and the means for maintenance 
can be very simple and with low-skills and their resulting costs are low. 

To improve daylighring through modification of the extemal wall, it is assumed that 
modifications are not as effective as improving the roof. A device to improve daylighting comfort 
requires regular maintenance. A second modification to imprave thermal comfort by the wall is 
found to be drastically. Both wall improvements are possible but fit less to its context; it is 

assumed that rehabilitation costs and maintenance costs result higher than modifying the roof. 

With respect to the preceding study the roof is found most interesting and suitable for 
further improvement. 
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4 NEE DS E O ~IMPROYEMJ~I. SELECTION OF THE REFERENCE PROJECT 

4.3.2 SELECTION OF A HEALTH CENTRE TO BE IMPROVED 

Because the thesis focuses at the impravement of the current situation, flrst a reference 

project is selected. The selection is based on fmdings during the comparative study and the 

following conditions are applied: 
1. The health centreis rehabilitated (community-based); 

2. The health centre provides most comfort, according to the user; 
3. The health centre is normative to health centres. 

The bases for these conditions are that: (1) current rehabilitation experiences show good 

performances according to the Ministry of Health (Upunda, 2003). Also the users are significantly 

more satisfied about rehabilitated health eentres compared to non-rehabilitated health eentres 

(van der Wal, 2005, pg 62); (2) it is more appropriate to imprave towards a comfort situation that 
has already been proved to be comfortable according to the users; and (3) when a health centre is 

normative, the impravement is applicable to other health centres. 

Photo 4.3-1 Melela health centre, District Morogoro in Tanzania 

Photo 4.3-2 The riferenee project; mother-child health, inpatient and supportive department rifMelela health centre 

By comparison of the different sec ti ons and data in Appendix D, the IPD /MCH/SUP 

department of Melela health centre is found most suitable to the above described conditions. 

This building is the point of reference for further impravement and will be further described as 

reference project. 
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5 INTRODUCTION PART 2 

PART 2 is concemed with the answering of the main research problem 2:''What would be 
the most adequate design to improve the current roof?" The context and reasoning for this 
impravement is described in PART 0 and 1. 

Now the context, present state of the physical environment and the bottlenecks are 
known, proposals to improve the current situation can be generated. 

As described in section 4.2.5 the call from the users to improve functionallighting is dear. 
Besides daylighting comfort, thermal comfort can also be improved. When the physical state and 
needs are compared, improvement of the roof can both improve visual and thermal comfort. 
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6 CLIMATE AND USER COMFORT 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 
This sec ti on is coocemed with the following design questioo 2.1: ''Which elirnatic 

characteristics are determinant for the improved design?" 

This questioo is elaborated ioto seasooal elimate characteristics aod humao comfort. First 

the impact of the elirnatic elemeots suo, wind, raio aod humidity are determioed. Secoodly, 

daylightiog comfort aod thermal comfort of the users are related to the elirnatic parameters, in 

order to campare them to the existiog design aod to the impravement of the existiog design. 

6.2 CLIMATIC ELEMENTS 
The eoergy of the suo aod the rotaciao of the earth are the driviog farces of our earth aod 

our life. They are causing water cycles, evaparaciao aod shiftiog winds. In combination with the 

occurteoce of land masses, water boclies aod reliefs, these aspects provide different weather 

conditioos, different climates aod different seasons. The following sectioos describe the elimate 

that is relevant for the reference project. 

6.2.1 THE SUN 
In the trapies the suo will always pass the top of your head twice a year and it will shioe 

from bath the oorth aod the south. In the Netherlands the sun ooly inclines from the south. 

(~~~ 

~~(~N 

~ (suN 
+-~ (s~,. 

Figure 6.2-1 Annual position of the earth to the sun; it follows a jixed pattem 

As is showo in Figure 6.2-1, the earth follows a seasonal pattem arouod the suo; the suo 

solstices cao be calculated for any given times. The figure above shows that on Juoe 21 winter 

starts at the southem hemisphere while summer starts at the narthem hemisphere. On December 

21 winter starts at the southern hemisphere. 

In order to suit the building to the suo it is important to derive the extreme suo solstices at 
a giveo place. Here, the middle latitude of Tanzania (6,s · S) is explored, on which also the 

reference project is located. 
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Earth, 21 December 
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CLIMATIC ELEMENTS 
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Figure 6.2-2 Position to the sun of the middle of Tanzania (TZ) at 6,5" 5 on 21 December and 21 June 

Based on the annual pattem of Figure 6.2-1, the figure above focuses at the most extreme 

occurring inclinations of the midday sun. The reference project is located at the middle of 

Tanzania, 6,5" S. The tilt of the earth is 23,5". On December 21 the angle with ground level is 
(90"-(23,5"-6,5")=) 73" in southern direction; on June 21 the angle is (90"-(23,5"+6,5")=) 60" in 

northern direction. This is further elaborated in Figure 6.3-2. 

6.2.2 THE INTERTROPICAL CONVERGENCE ZONE 
The belt of rising air and converging trade winds around the Equator is called the 

equatorial or inter tropical convergence zone (lTCZ). It is found at the warmest surface regions 

of the tropics, as this zone shifts seasonally north and south with the sun. Tropical rain showers 

occur here, because hot air is able to contain more humidity than cold air; when this hot 

moistened surface air rises to higher colder levels, the damp condenses (Griffiths, 1978) and 
rainfall occur. Because of the rising hot air, the surface pressure is low and air movement is 
scarce as there are limited differences in air pressure. 

6.2.3 THE MONSOON 
One of the tropical climates is the monsoonal climate, which occurs in Tanzania. As 

monsoonal winds occur due to differences in air pressure, a monsoonal elimate is closely related 

to the ICTZ. A monsoon is defined as "a seasonal shift in direction of the suiface winds between summer 

and winter" (Griffiths, 1978). During the winter at the southern hemisphere, winds predominantly 

come from north-east, while during the southern summer the winds dominantly come from 
southwest. 

In East-Africa the ITCZ shows a divergent character compared to the more concentrated 

monsoonal rains around India and Indonesia. That could be the reason why Tanzania 
experiences less rainfall as should be usual in a monsoonal climate. The main sourees for 

moisture are the Indian Ocean and Lake Victoria. 
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6.3 CLIMATIC DESIGN PARAMETERS 
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Seasonal varietion 
of temperature, precipitation and humidity 
for Morogoro, Tanzania at Lot 6:50 S, 37:39 E, 526 m 
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(1973) Koenlg•l-ver, lngersoll, Mayt,ew and Skokolay 
(19n) Grillitho (T able XXIV, pg. 3-45) 

Figure 6.3-1 S easonal variation if mean temperature, precipitation and mean humzdit; for Morogoro, Tanzania 

First the occurrence of the wet and dry season in Melela (District Morogoro) is 
determined, based on the elimate characters temperature, precipitation (rain) and humidity. 
Generally, the wet season lasts from half October to half May, the dry season from half May to 
half October. 

Derived Erom section 6.2.2, higher temperatures can contain a bigger amount of vapour. It 
can be noted that there is a huge amount of vapour when mean humidity increases above 80 
percent occur and the temperature is about 30 degrees Celsius. The further relation to thermal 
user comfort will be discussed in section 6.5. 
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Specifications of sun-, wind- and ra in data per season 
for Morogoro, Tanzania at Lat 6:50 S, 37:39 E, 526 m 

t , 2 AM (suntirne) 
so\st\ce~ 0 1 I 1 

occurlng sun ' 1 !JL 1 1 JZ. 1 1 
I f/; 6 6 

.... North \ South .... 

Souroes: 
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(1972) Gr!ff~hs (Tabla XXIV, pg. 345) 
For solar rodiation, oee Appendix D 

Figure 6.3-2 Speci.ftcations of middqy sun-, wind-andrain data per season for Morogoro, Tanzania 

To get a grip at the elimate the occurring sun inclination can be compared with additional 

elirnatic parameters during the wet and dry season in Figure 6.3-2. Based on the data of the last 

two figures, an overview of specific design data is given in the following table. 

Table 6.3-1 Overoiew of speci.ftc elimalie data Jor the wet and dry season forMorogoro in Tanzania 

Wet seasoo Dry season 

Climate Mean Extreme Mean Extreme 

element Unit Min , Max Min ! Max Min I Max Min Max 

Sun 

Wind Dominant direction East- Northeast South 
v~i;;cir:y ···· ·· ····· ·· ---- f~/~1 · ······· ······--o;s- 2,3 - ·· ··········· ··· ö;s=ï:ïï-- -- · 

Rain 

Moothly relative 80 61 

Hurnidity ~~i~··························································~~·· ~L .. 1 ~=~--T+- --·--+i················-···············•········6.: .. t ........... 
13
.,c.l, ........ 7 ... 4 ............. +············ +·-································· 

All elirnatic data comes from Griffiths (1978) (see Appendix A), except 
2) Linear interpolated value, also see Appendix D 
3) Hyde (2000), pg. 70 

The values in bold in Table 6.3-1 represent design values. The wet season lasts Erom half 

October to half May, the dry season from half May to half October. Appendices A and D show 

more elirnatic information. 
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6.4 DAYLIGHTING 
Sunlight can be distingujshed into (direct) sunlight and (indirect) diffuse light. Sunlight is 

the component that directly co mes from the sun without interference from cloucis and/ or 
reflecting surfaces. Diffuse light is the 'daylight' which is generated by cloucis and/ or reflected by 
other components. This resulting indirect lighting component contains much less heat and some 
infrared radiation. 

Theoretically the sky has a diffuse part of sunlight of at least 1/5, known as the sky 
component; the other amount of direct sunlight is maximally 4/5 (conversation on 9 November 
2006, De Wit). It depends on cloud cover and surface reflections whether direct sunlight is 
converted into diffuse light. In tropical areas, especially in the dry season (clear sky), the amount 
of diffuse daylighting is low, while the amount of direct sunshine is very high. 

6.4.1 PRECAUTIONS FOR DAYLIGHTING 

Daylighting can be achieved by admitting indirect light into the building through the 
extemal envelop; the roof or the walls. But as current probierus in section 4.2.2 show, some 
precautions should be kept in mind. 

EXCLUDE DIRECT SUNSHINE 

The long axes orientation of the buildings has to be east-west; in the flrst place to reduce 

the thermal impact of direct sunshine at daylight openings; ensue from that the north-south 
orientation of wall openings provide functional (indirect) daylight. So with respect to thermal and 
visual elimate response a main east-west building orientation is mostly cooperating. Roof 
overhangs can easily provide elimate response in bath aspects by simple means. 

PREVENT FROM GLARE 

Due to the prevention from heat entry, probierus can arise at places where daylighting is 
the main souree of interior lighting. As the overhang hampers the entry of light, the resulting 
(indirect) daylighting is low and dependent on equatorial position, sky cover and reflections. In 
the tropics, the intensity of direct sunlight is 5 to 12 times more intense than the diffuse lighting 
component (see Table 6.3-1 and Appendix D). With respect to this it is important to prevent the 
interior from glare. Because of the high intensity of sunlight, exterior illumination is very high, 
while interior areas and shaded areas experience a much lower illurninance. 

Photo 6.4-1 Illustration of the 
interior (dqy) lightingproblems in 
the tropics caused lry excluding the 
high amount of outside illumination 
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Photo 6.4-2 The wal/ of the room is 
coloured black, because the photo
camera focus is at!Justed to outside 
(Photo: Jeroen Matthijs) 

Photo 6.4-3 The colour of the wal/ 
is visible, because inside 
illumination is levelled to outside f:y 
an additional flash light (Photo: 



DAYLIGHTIN G 

J eroen Mafthijs) 

Glare problems occur when bright light sourees are seen in much darker surroundings like 
in Photo 6.4-1. This happens when exterior illumination is high (the bright light source) and 

interior illuminance is low (especially around the wall opening). This is demonstrated by Photo 
6.4-2: The big visible difference between outside illumination and inside illuminance causes glare; 
the human eye neecis too much time to reeover from focussing at outside to inside illumination. 

Photo 6.44 Umoja House, Dar es Sa/aam 

Sereens around the Umoja House prevent the building from glare; sunlight is excluded and 
incoming (indirect) sunlight is filtered. This is also possible by for instanee landscaping or 
veneclan blinds. It is also possible to distribute light more evenly in a room through reflecting 
surfaces and/ or an additional (day)light opening (demonstrated at Photo 6.4-3 and Photos 9.2-2). 

Umoja House houses the following non gaverrunental organisations: delegations of the 
European cammission and the British high commission; the Embassies of the federal republic of 
Germany and the royal Netherlands and the department for international development. 
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6.5 THERMAL HUMAN COMFORT 

Climatic factors that mainly affect user comfort are temperature, radiation, wind speed and 

humidity. As stated in section 2.2, the lifted elevations in Tanzania modify the elimate a benign 
climate. 
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Figure 6.5-1 Tempera/ure-, humidity- and user conifort graph for Morogoro, Tanzania 

The figure above shows that meao day and night temperatures change little during the 

year, the range of 1 TC is typical for a savannah climate. Other occurring climates in Tanzania are 

mapped in Appendix A; the annual ranges of both meao temperature and meao humidity (19 

percent), is around the maximum for Tanzanian understanding. 
Further interpretation of elirnatic data and user comfort zone will be discussed on the 

basis of the following figure. 
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Based on Koenigsberger, Ingersoll, Mayhew and Skokolay (1973) an excel sheet is setup in 
order to campare elirnatic data (mean temperature and mean humidity) to human comfort. 

The applied Mahoney comfort charting f.tle is available by the researcher. This digital 
(Excel) f.tle is applicable to other tropical situations as well. 
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Figure 6.5-2 Tempera/ure-, rainfoll-, humidiry- and comfort (derived .from Mahoney) graphs for Morogoro in 
Tanzania 

Figure 6.5-2 shows monthly differences between night and day temperature between 9"C 
m May and 13 ·c in September, October and November. The Dutch elimate is mapped in 
Appendix A as well. Precipitation in the Netherlands is equally divided throughout the year and 
temperature changes identify the Dutch elirnatic seasons. As Tanzania is close to the equator, 
temperature changes are much less compared to the Netherlands. In Tanzania, changes in rainfall 

clearly identify seasonal changes, as rain is dependant on the monsoon. 
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6.5.1 CONDITIONS TO INCREASE THERMAL COMFORT 
Interprering the elirnatic data from Figure 6.3-1, Figure 6.5-1, Figure 6.5-2 and Appendix 

A, learns that a mean humidity of 80 percent is high, especially because this is a mean value. Most 
discomfort will be from April to half May, because during these months humidity will increase 
above 80 percent and the skin and the body loose their ability to cool down through evaporation. 

In case outside temperature is below 34 ·c and the air is not saturated the remaining 

passive means to create comfort are increasing natural ventilation and increasing room 
temperature till 34 ·c; the skin is able to perspire as long as surrounding temperature is below skin 
temperature (34 ·q (Bansal, 1994). Extreme temperatures above 34 ·c can possibly occur from 
October to April; the only passive means to create comfort is to increase ventilation. 
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Photo 6.5-1 Corrugated iron roof sheets are ea!J totransport (Photo: Karel Kieckens) 

Corrugated iron sheets are wide!J applied in Tanzania 
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- ------- ------------------- ----·---·····---

7 CURRENT ROOF CONFIGURATION 
-·--··-··-·-·-----·--·-···-··-··-····---------·----- ---··------·---···--·---

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section is concerned with the following design question 2.2: ''What is the 
configuration of the current roof?" This question is ela.borated into functional-, technica!- and 
elimate response aspects. Functional aspects focus at dimensions and lifespan aspects; technica! 
aspects focus at shape, materials and technology; elimate response focus at visual and thermal 
aspects, visual aspects concern orientation, daylighting and room illuminance simulation, thermal 
aspects concern materials and ventilation strategy. 

7.2 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

7.2.1 OVERVIEW OF ROOF PARTS AND TERMS 

At first an overview of different roof naming is given in the figure below. 

face 
boprd 

rid ing 

overhang rafter purlin ridge strut 

~ 
."\o~ ?. 

::;: ~r'~ 

wall 

roof over plate 

verondah 

plate 

/ ~~ 
buiding wldth / span ~~~===:~::::::::~L l +t----t----+-~-''---'--1---1 - t-+ ' -~ ~-

attic tie cei ing cei ing 
jo i st 

·L=----~ ~~--~~~~~-----------~-=~-~-'~ ~----------~ ~-Ä----~ 
c:::J 

Figure 7.2-1 Overoiew if roif parts and term 

7.2.2 OlMENSlONS 

MAJOR GRID 

In the field a centre to centre building width about 6.40 meter is mostly observed (for a 
global overview see Appendix C). The span of 6.40 mis economie and suitable for many medica! 
functions including wards (Kleczkowski et al., 1985). 

ROOF TRUSS SPACING 

An observation of a large number of existing rural hospitals in East Africa applied roof 

truss spacings varying from 1200 to 1800 mm (Kleczkowski et al., 1985). But this spacing is not 
economical; the roof structure ca..1. be light as it is more determined by the weight of a persou 
who constrocts and maintains the roof than the weight of the roof covering. The Ministry of 
Works of Kenya stuclied a lattice truss in detail, suitable for rooms with a centre to centre span 
up to 6.40 m (see section 7.3.1). A roof spacing up to 2500 mm found to he most economical for 
corrugated galvanised iron (c.g.i.) sheeting (Erkelens, 1980). Because this study aims at a cost-
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effective solution, a roof truss spacing of 2400 mm found to be most satisfactory; it fits in the 

major grid and the material use is most optimal. 

7.2.3 U FESPAN 

FlEXIBiliTY 

The roof trusses span freely from the front wall to the back wall. In case the health centre 
needs to rearrange functions, internal walls can be replaced without the roof structure is affected. 

EXPANSION POSSIBiliTIES 

The main shape of all health eentres is oriented east-west. The plan makes that the main 

rooms are accessible via the veranda. Both the orientation and the open ended plan cause that 
future extensions are easy to make (in case space is reserved at the plot) . A disadvantage of the 
roof with hipped ends is the removal of the tailor-made solutions of roof construction and 
sheeting. With respect to that longitudinal building expansions are easier to make with gabled 
roof ends (also see section 7.3.1 ). 

MAINTENANCE 

Most maintenance costs of the roof are spent on paintwork to prevent the c.g.i. sheets 
from corrosion. In some cases the sheets were not painted and overdue maintenance was 
observed. 

7.3 TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 

7.3.1 SHAPE 

MAIN BUllDING SHAPE 

Photo 7.3-1 Roof with gable end- Ikwiriri OPD Photo 7.3-2 Roof with hipped end- Ikwirin' MCH 

The main shapes of the observed health eentres are rectangular. They all have pitched 
roofs, but the roof ends differ. The reference project in Melela has hipped roof ends, see Photo 
7.3-2. Mostother health eentres have gable ends, like the OPD in Ikwiriri at Photo 7.3-1. 

Advantages of a roof with gabled ends compared to hipped ends are the lower 
construction costs and the easier building expansion possibilities, because the construction is a 
multiple of roof trusses without tailor-made solutions at the roof ends and roo f sheeting do not 

need cutting. 
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---------------------------------------------

TRUSS 

The type of roof construction is a timber lattice truss. 

+-----------------------~64~0~0------------------------+ 

Figure 7.3-1 Tjpical section rif a timber roif trnss, lattice rype (Erkelens, 1980) 

"' N 
N 

The Ministry of Works of Kenya has extensively stuclied a light weight, cost-effective and 
low-skill roof truss (Erkelens, 1980). This roof truss is assumed in this study. The truss, shown in 
Figure 7.3-1, has timber sizes that are commonly used (25/50x100 or 150 mm rafters) . Pudins 
(38x75 mm) span from truss to truss, 2400 mm centre to centre. 

SLOPE 

During tropical rain showers the covering material is fully exposed to water and wind. The 
slope of the roof and in turn the covering material determines the waterproofness of the roof. An 
appropriate slope is important for a fast run-off of water and so it is specifically determined by 
the joining and openness of the overlaps and the permeability of the covering material. The 
applied slope of 1 :3 is appropriate for overlapping c.g.i. sheeting (Kleczkowski et al., 1985). 

As the lean-to veranda consists of single sheeting there are no overlaps, and so it cao be 
laid almast flat, a bout 1:10 (Kleczkowski et al., 1985). 

OVERHANG 

An overhang is arranged by lengthening the rafters. The overhang protects the extemal 
wall from rain and the interior from direct sun (and rain) penetration. 

7.3.2 MATERIALS 

MAIN BUILDING 

The application of materials of the current health centre is described in section 3.4.2. 

TRUSS 

The most commonly known and used timber wood species in Tanzania are Mkongo 
(Botanica/ name: AfZelia quanzensis), Mnuamweya/Mpangapanga (Milletia Stuhlmaniz) and 
Mtondo/Myombo (Braci!Jstegia Speciformis)1• It should be kept in mind that treated softwood is 
always preferabie to hard wood, because forestry resources are declining (see section 2.2). 
Because it is not known whether the species above are soft or hard woods, it is assumed the 
construction timber consists of Cypress wood. 

1 http:/ /www.iucn.org/themes/wetlands/REMP /12timber.pdf 
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ROOF COVERING 

The cover consists of overlapping corrugated galvanised iron ( c.g.i.) sheeting. One sheet 
can cover a sizable roof area. Because of the light weight and flexibility transport means can be 
very easy (see photo at page 48). The light own weight of the sheets also makes that the roof 
construction is calculated to the workers' weight for construction and maintenance. 

The cover often has a thickness of 30G. The higher the gauge number 'G' the thinner the 
sheet; on accounts of strength and durability 28G or 26G is recommendable. The sheeting is 
painted green, but at other health eentres the sheets are whether not painted or painted red, 
brown or green. 

CEILING 

The ceiling consists of 12 mm thick softboard, with a finish of white lime wash. 

7.3.3 TECHNOLOGY 

MAIN BUILDING 

The buildings are built with the samekind of building technology, following the masonry 
construction type. 

galvanised 

timher 

oundation wall 

Figure 7.3-2 Masonry construction rype (KJeczkowski et al., 1985) 

TRUSS 

The lattice truss as shown in Figure 7.3-1 is easy to make, because timber members are dry 
jointed with nails. Because of the number of joints it has some toleranee in poorer timber quality 
and joints failure (Kleczkowski et al., 1985). Purlins (38x75 mm) are nailed to each truss, 2400 
mm centre to centre. 

ROOF COVERING 

The roof covering consists of c.g.i. sheets that are laid with one and one half corrugation 
overlap. The covering is started with laying sheets at the eave, then one above it, and so until the 
ridge is reached. It is important to nail the sheets staggered, because otherwise there is risk to 
split the purlin. 
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Photo 7.3-3 Insome cases the lap /ength results much 
longer then the recommended minimum of 150 mm, this is 
jar from an economical material use 

PART 2 
Gijs Kreunen 

Photo 7.3-4 Corrugated iron roof sheets are laid with an 
one and one halflap _lor a weather-proof roof 

It occurs that the standard sheet lengths (2,0m/ 2,5m/ 3,0m) are not suitable to the actual 
situation. In case there is a big difference between rafter length and the total sum of sheet lengths 
(from eave to ridge) and minimal lap lengths of 150 mm (Dancy, 1978) situations like at Photo 
7.3-3 occur. 

CEILING 

The softboard ceiling is indirectly mounted to the roof trusses. Firstly the fust ceiling joist 
(50x50 mm) is centred in the middle of the room (perpendicular to the trusses). This joist is 
mounted beneath onto the ties (25/50x150 mm) of the trusses and the following joists are 

mounted at a centre-to-eentte elistance of 1200 mm. The ceiling boards spread the ceiling space 
by mounting them onto the ceiling joists, mostly by means of battens (25x50mm). 

Photo 7.3-5 Detail of a ceiling, mounted with batfens Photo 7.3-6 Interior of the fomale wardof Ikwiriri health 
onto ceilingjoists which are mounted beneath onto the roof centre (the green clothing's are mosquito nets) 
trusses 

7.4 DAYLIGHTING (VISUAL CLIMATE RESPONSE) DESCRIPTION 
At daytime illumination of the interior space is mostly provided by daylight. Artificial 

lighting is energy consuming, in rural areas electricity is generally not available and sunlighting is 
abundantly available. With respect to this, daylight plays an important role, especially at health 
eentres where different tasks with different needs for illumination are carried out. 

There are some advantages and disadvantages by making use of daylight as main light 
source, these are briefly described here. 
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Advantages of sunlighting are: 

It is a sustainable and infinite source; 

It is widely available; 

Installation and maintenance are cheap; 

High proceeds as light source; 

DAY LI G HTING (VISUAL CLIMATE RESPONSE) 
DESCRIPTION 

Indirect daylight generates much less heat than artificiallighting. 
Disadvantages of sunlighting are: 

Daylighting varies over the day, because of changing weather conditions; 

Direct sunlight generates heat and has to be prevented from entering into the building; 

The sun shines forabout 10 to 12 hours a day; in the evening and night time artificial 
lighting is needed; 

If oot designed properly, glare can occur in the building. 

7.4.1 ORIENTATION 
The long axis of the building is oriented east-west; in the first place to reduce the thermal 

impact of direct sunshine at daylight openings; ensue from that the north-south orientation of 
wall openings provide functional (indirect) daylight. So with respect to both visual and thermal 

elimate response the main east-west building orientation is mostly cooperating, because it 
protects the interior from direct sunshine and sun heat. The roof overhang provides elimate 
response in both aspects by simple means. 

7.4.2 DAVLIGHT SIMULATION 
As shown in Figure 3.5-6 one should say that 27 percent wall opening is sufficient for 

functional daylighting. In the field there was no possibility to verify the illuminance levels in the 
rooms, and so the actual intemal illumination level is estimated by means of simulation. 

PREPARATION 

mirror 

wall with moderately 
bright colour 

ceiling cavity 

Figure 7.4-1 S eetion of the dcglight simu/ation room, in order 
to veri.fy current room illuminances, Neufert (2000) 

Photo 7.4-1 Illuminance measurement 
instrument (lux), the probeis centred at a 
markingpoint and placed at 7 50 mm+ jloor 

At the TU/ e it is possible to sirnul a te daylight of an overcast sky with a daylight simulator 
that meets the horizon in the infinite. Based on a uniformly cloud covered sky, illumination levels 
in a scale-model can be measured with an illurninance measurement instrument, see the figure 
and photo above. To get an appropriate simulation a model that meets the actual situation is built 
at scale 1:16 (see Photo 9.2-4) and recommendations from Bakker & Diepens (2000) are 
followed. Finally the simulation is re-calculated to deterrnine the level of daylighting that possibly 
occurs in Tanzania. 
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SIMULATION ROOM VARIANTS 

First the two most nonnative rooms are determined. According to the current plan (see 
Appendix F) most rooms use the same building span of 6200 mm while the width varies. Room 

A, with measurements 4600x6200, can be used as treatment room, office room, operation theatre 
or laboratory; Room B, with measurements 7800x6200, can be used as ward. 

Photo 7.4-2 Top view of the interiors of room A (lift) and room B;.ftnishes are like the aaual situation. 

Because the simulation has to meet the actual situation, the current room finishes are 
approached as much as possible. The wall finishes of Room A consists of an orange band till 
1200mm above floor level, and Room B has a green band till 1500mm above floor level. Further 

finsihes are the same for both rooms; the walls are light yellow above the band; the ceiling has a 
white lime finish; the floor is as grey as concrete; the frames and doors are dark green and the 

wall openings are equipped with mesh wire and nylon netting, see the photos above. Outside, the 
veranda meets the actual situation with a light yellow coloured wall finishing and a grey coloured 
underside of the roof sheeting. Untreated MOF panels without further planration are used at 

ground level. 

ILLUMINANCE CALCULATION TO TANZANIAN VALUES 

As explained in section 6.3 the wet and dry season have different elirnatic design 

parameters. In order to campare distributions of intemal illurninance (Ei) to the different elirnatic 
circumstances, the daylight factor (d.f.) is introduced. The d.f. is calculated by dividing the 
measured Ei value by the measured extemal illurninance (Ee) value at the same height in the open 
field without obstacles (both in the daylight room). 

These factors can be compared to the recommended daylight factors in Table 8.5-2. 
Duringa mean wet season sky illumination is assumed to be 25.500 lux (see Table 6.3-1) and a 
daylight factor of 2 percent is camparabie with an illuminance value of 510 lux. During a dry 

season (mean sky illumination= 55.000 lux, see Table 6.3-1) a daylight factor of 2 percent is 
camparabie with 1100 lux. 
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Figure 7.4-2 Section of the reference project with the cumnt dqylight Jactors [%] 

The section above shows an increasing daylight factor near the windows. Comparison of 
the daylight factor (d.f.) of Room A to the higher d.f. of Room B, shows that Room A 
experiences a much lower daylight factor, which is more evenly distributed. 

! Room ~ 
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Figure 7.4-3 Simu/ation results of the cumnt situation- mean illuminances (lux) fora wet season 

The plan is recalculated to mean values for a wet season in Tanzania (mean luminanee 
values are determined in Table 6.3-1). The increasing daylight factor (d.f.) near the window is also 
observed in the plan; more than half of the room experience illuminances that are below 200 lux. 
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··············----------··---····--···-------···-·-·-····----- ·····-··----------------···------ -·---------

CONCLUSION 

In order to determine user satisfaction about daylighting, these simulated daylight factors 
(d.f.) can be compared to the d.f. values in Table 8.5-2. It is assumed that the lowest illuminance 
value (during the wet season) is determinant. With that respect it can be said that a d.f. of about 1 
percent is sufficient forwards, dressing-, store and laundry rooms; a d.f. of 2 percent is sufficient 

for all office rooms, first aid-, surgical-, injection-, treatment-, class-, prenatal- and postoatal 
rooms; and a d.f. of 4 percent is sufficient for the laboratory and delivery room. 

By taking into account the above mentioned recommendations, the current d.f. (during the 
wet season) of the big room suits to the recommended d.f. of 1 percent for wards; the d.f. in the 
small room is too low for the many functions that a daylight factor of 2 percent should cover; a 
recommended d.f. of 4 percent for a laboratory and delivery room is far to find in the current 
small room. 

The re-calculated values exactly illustrate the current problems in functionallighting. This 
is represented by the fact that an extra daylight opening is added to the small room at the current 
west side of the building; there the laboratory room experienced too little functional lighting. 
These problems and modifications are also experienced at other current health centres, see 
section 4.2.2. The impravement of these current amounts of daylighting is further discussed in 
section 9.2. 

7.5 THERMAL CLIMATE RESPONSE DESCRIPTION 
The roof is exposed to most thermal impacts, but often the thermal role of the roof in 

warm climates is underestimated and misunderstood. This leads to poorly designed roofs and the 
perception that the roof is the main hearing element of the building (Hyde, 2000). Most of the 

heat received by a building is through solar radiation. In the tropics solar radiation can provide a 
heat load of up to 1080 W /m2 on a horizontal plane (see Table 6.3-1). In case this solar heat is 
not dissipated, thermal comfort problems arise. "In warm climates, the buildings are in heat 
surplus, thus the roof is required to play a more complex role of reducing solar gain during the 
day and also promotes cooling particularly at night" (Hyde, pg. 137-139). 

7.5.1 APPLICATION OF MATERIALS 

ROOF COVERING 

In order to reduce the thermal impact at the interior of direct sun radiation, it is of greatest 
importance that the roof colour is as near to white as possible (Mustafa, 1974; Stulz, 2000). The 

current roof sheets are painted green and at other health eentres the sheets are whether not 
painted or painted red. These darker colours absorb sun radiation about 70 percent, while white 
emulsion paint absorbs between 12-20 percent (Mustafa, 1974). 

CEILING 

In order to reduce the thermal impact of direct sun radiation, the space between the roof 

and the ceiling (the attic) should be ventilated. The softboard ceiling has low thermal inswation 
properties, but in case the attic is ventilated the material has the ability to separate the hot air in 
the attic from the interior, and so create a more comfortable interior climate. At fust instanee the 
attic was ventilated, but due to the nuisance of bats, the ventilation eaves are closed (see section 
3.5.4 and 4.2.3). The dosure is not an adequate for solving the nuisance of bats and also it is not 
improving the thermal housekeeping. 
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7.5.2 VENTILATION STRATEGY 
As described in the previous section, the attic is not ventilated due to nuisance of bats. 

Ventilation of the room is only provided by the wall openings which provide for cross 
ventilation. A complete description can be found in section 3.5.2. 
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8 SCHEDULE OF REQUIREMENTS 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 
This section is concemed with the following design question 2.3: ''What is the schedule of 

requirements for the improved design?" Essenrial healthcare can be made more widely available, 
more effective and more durable when the improved building design responds to its context, the 
elimate and its users. The resulting criteria are further elaborated into the following sub 

questions: 
Sub design qst. 2.2.a. 

Sub design qst. 2.2.b. 

Sub design qst. 2.2.c. 

Sub design qst. 2.2.d. 

What are the requirements related to context? 
Economie aspects 

Labour use (extensive or intensive design) 

Materialuse 

What are the functional requirements? 
Dimensions 

Liftspan (materials, fkxibility, expansion, maintenance) 

What are the teehoical requirements? 
&quirements of the shape, material, technology 

What are the requirements for user comfort? 
Visual and thermal comjm requirr:ments 

&quirr:ments to keep out bats, mosquitoes and tewites 

8.2 CONTEXTUAL REQUIREMENTS 

Tab/e 8.2-1 Overoiew of contextua/ requirements 

CU1'1'8Dt .t&uatiOD -+ 
ne.lp criteria - Po.lble baplement.aUOD (tor • ...waa.ble 801utioD) 

Related to context 

Low economie capacity ---> 
Affordable design and cost-effective in 

---> 
realisation and maintenance 

Low rural economie growth ---> Stimulate economy growth ---> 
Community based approach in 
building and maintenance 

---> 
U se of local building methods, 
materials and equlpment 

80% live rural and practise 
agricultural activities 

---> Simple design that is maintainable ---> 

Impraper access to electricity and 
---> Autarchy in electricity and water supply ---> Harvest rainwater 

water 

Forestry resources decline ---> Preserve natura! (forestry) resources ---> Re-use existing timber constructions 
(mainly through energy 
consurnption) 

Great distances between rural 
Effective transport 

areas (with untarred roads) 
---> 

Related to elimate 
Heavy rainfall during wet season The pitch needs to be steep enough to 

---> provide fast rainwater remaval and ---> 

proteetion 
Much sun radiation Air that passes through the attic should 

---> 
not be allowed to enter occupied spaces 

---> 

Dryness during dry season ---> Harvesting of rainwater ---> 

Sky cover changes daily and 
---> 

Make illurninance dependent on room task 
---> 

Make design adjustable to mean 
seasonally (see Table 8.5-2) values of each elirnatic season 
Low accessibility in wet season ---> Reduce transport kilometres ---> 
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8.3 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

Table 8.3-1 Overview riffuture-oriented requirements 

Related to maintenance 
---> Keep health eentres and services in 

dstate 

Related to lifespan 
lncrease of parient flow ---> Ability for future-extension 

---> Ability for room displacements 

8.4 TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

Table 8.4-1 Overview rif technica/ requirements 

Carnat 81taai~GD 

Related to construction 

Low economie capacity 

Related to materials 

Low economie capacity 

Forestry resources are declining 
(see section 2.2) 

Low economie growth 

Related to technology 

Low economie capacity 

-
---> 

---> 

---> 

---> 

Deelpaoriteria 
(tbr aiiU8tahaab'le 
IIOlutlon) 

Cost-effective in realisation and 
maintenance 

Cost-effective in realisation and 
maintenance 

Stimulate economy growth 

Cost-effecrive in realisation and 
maintenance 

8.5 USER REQUIREMENTS 

Table 8.5-1 Overview rif user requirements 

.... 
Related to daylighting comfort 

Inadequate daylighting at 
east and west building ends 

Changing popwarion 
growth/ disease profile/ 
treatrnent methods 

Increase functional daylighting level 
dependant on task, see Table 8.5-2 

Reduce daylight entry at east and west 
---> building ends, wbile improving 

functional daylighting 

--+ 

Distribute daylighting evenly in the 
room 

Make the design applicable to different 
tasks (see Table 8.5-2) 

Regulate daylight dependant on 
elirnatic siruacion 

---> Prevent from glare 

Related to thermal comfort 
Nuisance in wet season 
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---> Make elemems easy to replace 

---> Make roof independent to room-function 
---> Make roof independent to room-function 

Re-use existing matenals as much as possible 

U se local materials 

Treated softwood is always preferabie to 
hard wood 

U se tbe existing truss 

New matenals preferably local materials 

Community based approach in realisarion 
and maintenance 

---> U se locallabour 

Community based approach in realisation 
and maintenance 

Reflect direct sunlight in the window opening 

Introduce a skylight and rearrange rooms so 
---> that daylight only enters from direerion north 

and/ or south 

--+ 

Open the ridge to allow daylight en try 

Regulate lighting independent on room
funcrion 

Apply adjustable minor in the ridge for 
indirect lighting 
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Related to animals and insects 
Nuisance of odour of bats 
(faeces) 

--+ Prevent from the entty of bats --+ lncrease daylighting in the attic 

--+ Iocrcase ventilation in the artic 

--+ Place gauze: easy 10 replace 

Reduce risk for malaria infection (m all 
--+ but especially in the wards and CO --+ Place fly sereens which are easy 10 reptace 

rooms) 

Table 8.5-2 Overview of illumination requirements dependent on room function and task 

Intemal Daylight Daylight 
Illurnina ti on 

Room function 
illumination factor wet factor dry 

priority levell season2 season3 

E1 [lux] [%] (%] 
Very low Wa.iting, washing, toilet 100 0,4 0,2 

Low Ward, dressing, store, laundry 200 0,8 0,4 

Normal 
All office rooms, firsr a.id, 
surgical, injection, treatmem, 500 2,0 0,9 
dass, prenatal, postoatal 

High Delivery, Iabaratory 1000 3,9 1,8 

Very high Operation theatre :s 16.000 :s 63 :s 29 

The tasks and related illumination needs can roughly be divided into the four levels 

presented in Table 8.5-2. 
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2 Mean extern illumination wet season Ee= 25.500 lux, see Table 6.3-1 
3 Mean extern illumination dry season Ee= 55.000 lux, see Table 6.3-1 
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9 IMPROYEMENT PROPOSALS AND 
FINAL DESIGN 

···--- ·········----·-- - - ·-------------------------------- ··· ··- --·-·- ·······- ····· - ----------

9.1 INTRODUCTION 
This section is concemed with design question 2.4: ''Which design proposal is most 

suitable to imprave the current roof?" A further focus is made to the impravement of visual user 

comfort aspects regarding daylighting, and to the impravement of thermal user comfort aspects. 

9.2 POSSIBILTIES TO IMPROVE DAYLIGHTING 
The user satisfaction about of daylighting comfort in the visited health is already described 

in section 4.2.4; according van der Wal (2005, pg. 52) the staff had problems with the amount of 
functionallight in 68% (n=116) of the rooms. The current daylighting situation is simulated and 
described in section 7.4.2; in both a small room (4600x6200) and a big room (7800x6200) the 

daylight factor increases near the windows. During the wet season the daylight factor (d.f.) in the 
small room is far too low for almast all room functions, while the d.f. in the big room is suitable 
to the current function as ward. 

The main means to imprave functional lighting are to distribute light more evenly in the 
room and to increase the current interior illuminance to the illuminance levels described in Table 
8.5-2. Also glare bas to be reduced and direct sunshine bas to be excluded, see section 6.4.1. 

9.2.1 ROOF LIGHTING 
As described in section 7.4.1, the building is longitudinal shaped east-west and the 

overhang keeps out direct sunshine and provides (indirect) daylighting. The current problems 
concern glare, a too low level of functional lighting and an unevenly distribution of interior 
lighting. 

Roof lighting E-W 

Roof lighting N-S façade 

1 

Photo 9.2-1 Ubunco church, Dar es Salaam;pleasant interior dcry/ighting through both rorif and window openings 
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In Unbunco church extra daylight:i.ng is provided by opening the roof eaves, see Photo 
9.2-1. It provides a pleasant interior light:i.ng. The application of roof light:i.ng in combination with 
window light:i.ng in combination with window lauvers tackle the earlier mentioned glare and 
unevenly distribution problems and raise the quality of the internallight:i.ng (RLG 89 SAN). 

Other important advantages by introducing a 'roof light' are: 

The longitudinal east-west orientation is optima! to imprave (indirect) daylight:i.ng by 
means of the roof ridge; 

Glare is delimited in case the wall openings are adjusted as well (unless looking in the 
direction of the roof opening); 

It is easy to make it adjustable to different illumination needs and different elirnatic 
circumstances; 

In case window openings are protected from daylight (by louvers), the room could 
have a more evenly distri bution of room light; 

It is a relatively cheap solution. 
In this way a skylight can be made independent to season and room function. And by the 

the ability for ridge extracted ventilation arises. ----... 

Photos 9.2-2 Umoja House, Dar es Salaam;pleasant interior dqylighting through both rorf and window openings 

Umoja House is an example of modern architecture where daylighting provides light:i.ng in 
the central hall by means of the windows and an additional roof light (photos at the right). The 
left hand photo shows that the eye is exposed to high illuminance levels when looking in the 
direction of the opening. Glare is delimited because the illuminance level in the hall is quite high 
and the opening is provided with a grid that perforates the light:i.ng souree (further explained in 
section 9.2.4). 
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9.2.2 RESTRIOION OF THE MAIN SHAPE 
As described in sec ti on 7 .3.1, the main shape with hipped roof ends is not ideal for future 

expansions and also construction costs tend to be high. With this consideration and with respect 
to the impravement of comfort aspects that are described in the sec ti ons 0 and 9.3.1, a roof with 
gabled ends is more catered to functional changes in the future and to changes in external 
illumination. In the further research and development it is asswned that the improved roof is 
pitched with gable ends. 

9.2.3 DAVLIGHT SIMULATION 
This section is a continuation of the daylight simwation of the current situation. The 

preparation and the method of illuminance calcwation to Tanzanian values are exactly the same; 

descriptions can be found insection 7.4.2. To verify different design choices which are applicable 
in more situations, first simwation room variants and variants for the ceiling openings and ridge 

openings are designed and setup. Subsequently these scale roodels are tested. 

SIMULATION ROOM VARIANTS 

The two rooms which are described insection 7.4.2 are expanded to three more situations, 

in order to make the impravement applicable for more situations. 
Situotion l ~2} (~ Sitvotion 2 

F~~r · -, 

Pion Pion 

Situation 1 (current situation) Situation 2 
S;!u<rfion 3 

@ I 
~ ;1 . f 

I 

(è) '· ; 

Pion 

I 
+- • 

(Sj) 

Situation 3 

Srtvation4 @ (_~ 

l ·-

© . t-._'Tr-:=!~~~~f""'',_.~~ll'l:~""'tt-
JI" 

(o) . •. I 
I 

Plan 

---=- - . ... 
, I 

~~la~-'--- -- -.--·-

Situation 4 

Figrms 9.2-1 Overoiew of the four situations jor the daylight simu/ation 

In addition to the current situation ( described in section 7.4.2) practical variants of daylight 
openings and veranda type are determined. This leads to the simulation of four variants, see 
Figures 9.2-1: 
Situation 1. 
Situation 2. 
Situation 3. 
Situation 4. 
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Partly closed veranda, 1 opening at window site Room A (current situation) 
Partly closed veranda, 2 openings at window site Room A 

Open veranda, 1 opening at window site Room A 
Open veranda, 2 openings at window site Room A 
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Photo 9.2-3 Cutawqy dqy/ight simu/ation model.from Photo 9.2-4 Setup of the dqylight simu/ation model in 

the reference project (scale 1 :16) the dqylight room at the TU Ie 

These four variauts are created with a scale model (scale 1 :16) which houses all simulation 
variants to determine the interior illuminance level. 

SIMULATION CEILING VARIANTS 

Photo 9.2-5 Setup of the I I ceiling variant Photo 9.2-6 Setup ofthe I\ ceiling variant 

In order to open the current ceiling and provide the interior from indirect daylighting, at 

fmt two ceiling variants are designed. The I I ceiling contiguration is independent to the roof 

construction; the I \ ceiling contiguration is dependant on the construction as it follows the truss 
strut. The areas of the roof opening at the top (where daylighting starts to enter the interior) are 

equal in both sections. 

SIMULATION RIDGE VARIANTS 

--
1\ ridge _I ridge expanded _I ridge 

Pbotos 9.2-7 S etup of the dijierent ridge simu/ation varianis 

-' 

~· . .. 
I ridge opened ridge 

The ridge is tested with five different configurations, which are displayed above. 

Proteetion to ram and direct 

Proteetion to rain 
Shade dothing 

Photo 9.2-8 Rough ridge measurements and explanation of ridge parts 
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Initially to imprave thermal resistance, the roof is designed as double roof with shade 
dothing above the first roof cover. In the test case all ridge parts are permanent and nat 
adjustable. 

RESULTS 

""'""' 11 ceilng /\ridge·-- - - ---. 

I \ ceil;"g 1\ ridge 

I \colllng.Jridge- - - -
I \ celling I ridge 

© 
j 

N 

"' N 

2400 

g 
"' N 

Figure 9.2-2 Companson qf dqylighl factors o/ lhe daylighl improvemenl varianis - Means &om A 

3200 2400 

'""""' 11 ceiltng/\ridge------ - - -
I\ c:eili11g/\ tidge 
1 \cenlng.Jridge-- -

I \ celllng I ridge 

4% 

I 6oo 3% 
0 

\ 0 

"' ~ 2% N 

N oorobo 
~ helght 

Figure 9.2-3 Comparison o/ daylighl Jactors o/ lhe dqylighl improvemenl varianis- Means &om B 

CJP 
. l 

s 

Compared to the current daylight factor (d.f.), the sections above show that d.f. increases 
in the middle of the room due to influence of the roof light The d.f. in Room A is still more 
evenly distributed than in Room B, and near the windows Room B experiences a high d.f.. 
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I 
-~- -· .. Current ceiling (and ridge) siruacion 2 

·- ---~- ---t-- -=-.--= = "'<== - . ~ -"f ·····~=····=·····~·· :___..:.:.:.: ~ __,_"-_"_::......::;· •• :..·...:.:.:,;: ··=··· ....:....:· -=·--t- - ·· -· - ·-= _:_:_··;;_;;_·---.. 
Current ceiling (and ridge) siruacion 3 Current ceiling (and ridge) siruacion 4 

Figure 9.2-4 Simu/ation results- illuminances (lux) fora mean wet season- test vanani current ceiling + ridge 

+-~=-="..-."~ 

lmproved siruacion 1 - I \ ceiling 1\ ridge 

I 
I 

I 
I 

·I" • f • '\ li 

lmproved siruacion 3 - I \ ceiling 1\ ridge 

f · ...-' • .. 

Improved siruacion 2 - I \ ceiling 1\ cidge 

11 -= t " .. , _... ..... .... . .... .. . -- •· 

Improved siruacion 4 - I \ ceiling I\ ridge 

Figure 9.2-5 Simu/ation results- illuminances (lux) fora mean wet season- test variant/ \ ceiling /\ ridge 
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Legend lllummonce E Qux) 

1100- 1200 

1000- 1100 

900- 1000 

800-900 

700 -800 

600- 700 

500- 600 

400- 500 

5
300-400 

200-300 

100-200 

0- 100 

""750- 1200 High illuminance level 

""350- 750 Normal illuminance level 

""150- 350 Low illuminance level 

""0 -150 V ery low illuminance level 

Figure 9.2-6 Legend of the simu/ation resu/ts and generalised illuminance levels 

All the plans in the figures above represent simwation reswts which are measured at table 
level, 750 mm above the floor. Figure 9.2-4 show simwation with the current roof configuration. 
In these plans it is observed that it is not possible to distribute light evenly in Room A with one 
window at the opposite site of the veranda (sirnation 1 and 3); sirnations 2 and 4 show a more 
evenly distribution. Room B experiences an unevenly illuminance distribution and near the 

windows illuminance is high. 
The plans in the Figure 9.2-5 represent the simwation reswts with an improved roof 

configuration. The illuminance level increases with an improved ceiling and ridge configuration. 
In Room A the situations 1 and 3 experience a raised illuminance level and the distribution is 
more evenly, but still near the window light is not distributed evenly. In Room A light is more 
evenly distributed in sirnation 2 and 4. In Room B illuminance level is raised above 50 lux for 
more than half of the room. 

CONCLUSION 

The daylight factor (d.f.) in Room A increases to values mainly between 1 and 2 percent. 
The d.f. in Room B is distributed slant and varies from 5,5 percent to 2 percent in the first half of 
the room, while the other room part corresponds with Room A and the d.f. varies between 1 and 
2 percent. 

The adequacy of these illuminance levels and d.f. are compared to the values for a wet 
season in Table 8.5-2. Taking into room functions with a normal illuminance level, it is concluded 
that the roof light impraves the current sirnation in Room A, but not enough; illuminance level is 
only acceptable in sirnation 4 (see Figure 9.2-5). In all improved situations, Room B experiences a 
too high illuminance level for about half of the room. Taking into account current room 

functions, Room B does not need to modify the roof for visual improvements, unless a normal 
illuminance level is needed. 

Taking into account room functions with a high illuminance level (like delivery room and 
laboratory), the roof light is unsatisfactory and more daylight showd be admitted. This can be 
done by increasing wall openings, but this is not within the scope of this research, and/ or by 
admitting more light through the roof opening. With respect to this it is important to keep in 
mind that the vertical (roof) lighting showd not be too dominant to the horizontal (window) 

lighting, as vertical shades can complicate reading, writing and performing medica! tasks. With 
respect to this, daylighting impravement by modifying the roof and window can not be seen 
independently. 

Regardless room functions in bath rooms, visual impravement needs to focus at 
modifying the current wall openings in order to distribute light more evenly in the room. 
Examples are described insection 9.2.4. 
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9.2.4 WALL OPENING IMPROYEMENT 
The simwation sections and plans show a high daylight factor (d.f.) and illuminance level 

near the windows. lncreasing illuminance in the other side of the room can be clone by ültering 

and/ or reflecting incoming daylight deeper into the room, by ad ding openings at the veranda site 
and/ or by ustable roof 

Photos 9.2-9 Umoja House, Dar es Sa/aam, details rif the wal/ openings 

Daylighting in the central hall in the Umoja House is satisfactory. At building level this is 
mainly provided by the walls and an additional roof lighting element, see Pbotos 9.2-2. Focusing 
at the pbotos above, the openings consist of steel grids which have several functions like flltering 
outer luminance, spreading diffuse lighting into the hall and anti-burglary fencing. This steel grid 
can also be landscaping, extemallouvers or venetian blinds as well, see section 6.4.1. 

Ukely it is not possible to distribute a more horizontal and straight daylight factor without 
changing the current wall openings. But as this study focuses at improving the current situation 
by modifying the current roof, the impravement of the wall openings is not further elaborated 
apart from the recommendations given above. Further focus is made to imprave the current 
roof. 

9.2.5 ROOF MODIFICATIONS TO IMPROVE DAYLIGHTING 
The simwation reswts of section 9.2.3 farm the base for further impravement in the final 

design. At fust it is mentioned that this section mainly focuses at impravement of the current 
roof configuration in the simwated small room A. Rooms with sizes like Room B 
(7800x6200mm), are mostly used as wards and the simwated daylighting is satisfactory, except 
near the windows. Ukely the high illuminance near the windows can only be solved by improving 
the current wall openings. 

According to the preceding study daylight improvements has to focus at the following 
aspects: the daylight factorand illuminance distributioos showd be increased near the veranda for 
room functions with normal illuminance neecis (see condusion section 9.2.3, Figure 9.2-2 and 
Figure 9.2-5); daylighting has to be adjustable in order to satisfy user illuminance needs in bath 
the wet and dry season (fable 6.3-1 and Table 8.5-2), excluding direct sunlight (section 6.4.1) and 
prevent from glare (section 6.4.1). 
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9.3 POSSIBILTIES TO IMPROVE THERMAL COMFORT 
The user sat:isfact:ion about thermal comfort in the visited health eentres is described in 

4.2.5; according to van der Wal (2005, pg. 51) currently in merely 12 percent (n= 121) of the 
rooms the users have problems with room temperature. The background of the occurring 

thermal circumstances is described in sect:ion 6.5; according to Mahoney, thermal comfort in 

Tanzania is quite good throughout the year except parts of the wet season from April t:ill half 

May. The main passive means to imprave thermal comfort is increasing vent:ilat:ion. The current 

means of the reference project forthermal elimate control is described in sect:ion 7.5. 

9.3.1 CEILING-RIDGE EXTRACTED ROOM VENTILATION 
The restrietion for the main shape, which is described in 9.2.2, is taken into account in this 

section as well. Vent:ilation outlets can be easier incorporated in the ridge of a roof with gabled 

ends than in a roof with hipped ends. 

Figure 9.3-1 Ridge extracted venti/ation 

In situations where cross vent:ilat:ion is less adequate, like in dense urban areas, often the 

stack-effect of rising hot air is used and the room is ventilated by exhaust:ing (hot) air through 

ridge openings. Because all health eentres consist of single storey rooms, this principle can be 
applied here as well. The roof modificat:ion for improving visual aspects introduces a ridge 

opening, and so these two comfort improvements go hand in hand; the ridge opening provides 

daylight and vent:ilation. In order to deterrnine the interior air velocity, it is assumed that the 

percentages for cross ventilat:ion in Figure 3.5-3 correspond to the improved situat:ion. 

9.3.2 RIDGE EXTRACTED ATIIC VENTILAllON 

Adding a ceiling opening and subsequently a ridge opening is considered not to be 
adequately enough to imprave thermal interior comfort. In order to create a more pleasant 

interior elimate the attic space can also be vent:ilated by opening the eaves as air inlet and the 

ridge as air outlet. Because sun radiation heats up the air in the attic space, this air rises (the stack
effect) and the att:ic vent:ilates itself. This modification also takes effect at the exclusion of bats, 

which is described in the section 9 .4.1. 

Other means to imprave room vent:ilat:ion, like adding and/or increasing wall openings for 

cross vent:ilat:ion or installing fans for air movement are found to be too drast:ically respect:ively 

not suited to the context. 

9.3.3 VERANDA EXTRACrED VENTILATION 
In sect:ion 9.2.5 the modification of the lean-to veranda is introduced in order to raise 

interior daylight:ing level. This modification goes hand in hand with the impravement of thermal 

comfort. Besides visual impravement the roof opening provides the possibility to vent:ilate the 
hot air that is occupied under the veranda by making use of the stack-effect. 
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9.4 POSSIBILTIES FOR USER COMFORT IMPROYEMENT
ANIMALS AND INSECTS 

9.4.1 EXCLUSION OF BATS 

Bats enter the building through holes larger than one square centimetre, subsequently they 

occupy the attic and cause nu.isance with malodour, noises and their faeces damage the ceiling. 
Preventive measures have been taken by closing the ventilation eaves, but still bats are curatively 

removed each year. Their annual remaval is found to be not adequate enough as the problem is 

postporred each year. In order or to imprave the current situation, it is important to understand 
the behaviour of bats and the conditions for an ideal habitat for them. The dosure of the 

ventilation eaves creates an ideal place for bats to stay: They hang themselves in the attic at the 
roof trusses; the place has pretty stabie warm temperatures between 27 and 37 °C; there is no 

airflow and the space is dark (Bat Conservation Internationall). 

BUILDING MEASURES TO KEEP OUT BATS 

With respect to the situation which is described above, a curative salution at building level 

is to modify the attic space by increasing daylight level and air flow. In order to imprave thermal 

comfort, the attic is already modified to increase ventilation, described in section 9.3.1. This 

modification goes hand in hand with the salution to discourage bats from entering into the attic, 

because the attic space is ventilated and daylight is admitted. 
To reduce further impact of bats, the openings of the ridge and eaves are provided with 

sereens with a maximum netting of 10x10 mm. The openings are still able to admit air movement 

and daylight. 

All these principles are recapitulated in the fmal section in section 9.5. 

SITE MEASURES TO KEEP OUT BATS 

Possibilities at building level to keep out bats out of the attic can be strengtherred by 

making the extemal environment more attractive to them. 

! V." 
4 

:lt 

"' s; 

~ -y ~ 
landing area 

Figure 9.4-1 A properfy designed extemal bat house distraas bats Photo 9.4-1 Underside of an installed bat 

from the intemal building house, occupied with bats (Photo: BCI) 

An adequate salution to distract bats of a building, is to install bat shelters near the 

building (Bat Conservation Intemational1= BCI). The shaded external wall area under the eaves 

is ideal, as the overhang provides shade and the wall has a qu.ite constant temperature. According 
to BCI the shelter is adequate, inexpensive and the instructions for installing are minima!. 

Additionally, as bats eat insects they are able to control mosqu.itoes around the health centre. It is 

feasible to exclude bats from an entire building when bat houses are adequately installed and of 

the right size. Criteria how to make and install bat caves are attached in Appendix D. 

1 http:Uwww.batcon.org/home/index.asp?idPage=91 &idSubPage=62 
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9.4.2 EXCLUSION OF MOSQUITOES 
Malaria is carried by mosquitoes and causes most deaths in Tanzania. With respect to this 

a mosquito-free interior elimate increases the comfort and health situation of all concemed. All 
wall openings should be provided with mosquito screening, and the ceiling opening is enclosed 
with a mosquito bar which is easy to place and maintain. This principle is recapitulated in the 
final section in section 9.5. 

Extra attention should be paid to the wards, because during evening and night mosquitoes 
are most active. As an interior enclosed with mosquito sereens prevents mosquitoes from 
entering into the room, it also prevents the mosquitoes from moving outwards. Therefore, in 
addition to mosquito screens, the wards should be equipped with bet nets. 
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9.5 EXPLANATION FINAL IMPROVED ROOF SECTION 

9.5.1 EXPIANATION OF ROOF PARTS 

In order to assign the roof parts that improve user comfort, a functional description is given. 

er JZOO er 3200 er 2400 

Ceiling cover 

L----1-----Aitic 
NORTH 

Verhanda cover 
opening 

Figure 9.5-1 Named parts rif the improved rorif section 

Roofpart 
(see Figure 9.5-1) 

Summer- respectively 
winter solstice 

Ridge cover 

Overhang 

Ridge opening 

Up- and downwarcis 
folding ridge shutters 

Ridge shutter rope 

Function description(s) 

Determines the width of the southem respectively the narthem overhang 

Protects the interior from direct sunshine 

Protects the inrerior from direct sunshine respectively from rain 

Air outlet to ventilate the room and artic; admit daylight into the room; keep out 
bats (by admitting daylight in the artic and a 10x10 ram screen) 

Reflects indirect sunlight into to the room (to increase daylighting in the middle 
and right side of the room) 

Fixes ridge shurter (by means of graviry) dependent on room function and elirnatic 
circurnstances 

Attic Thermal buffer zone for the interior 

Veranda cover opening 

Ceiling opening 

Ceiling cover 

Admits indirect sunlight into to the room (to increase daylighting in the right side 
of the room); air outlet to ventilate the veranda. 

Ventilation outlet for rising (hot) room air 

Keeps out mosquitoes (by fly sereens that are easy to replace) 

,.,lmm.,. SOlstic -T Dec 21 • 

I~ 

SOUTH 

Related 
chapter(s) 

6.2.1 

3.5.2; 6.4.1; 

6.4.1; 7.4.1; 
9.2.5 

0; 9.3.1; 9.4.1 

9.2.5 

9.2.5 

4.2.3; 7.5; 
9.3.2 

9.2.5 

9.3.1 

9.4.2 
............................................................ -.......... -...................................................................................... _ ··························-·-·-·-··- .......................................... -... .. 

3.5.2; 3.5.3; 
Wall opening Provides cross ventilation and daylight, proteers the interior from mosquitoes 3.5.4; 4.2.2; 0; 

9.2.4 

Eave 
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Ait inlet to ventilate the artic; air outlet to ventilate the veranda; keeps out bats (by 
admirting daylight in the artic; by a 1 Ox1 0 ram screen; by an extemal bat house 
under the eaves against the external wall) 

9.2; 9.3.1; 
9.4.1 
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9.5.2 PRINCIPLE DAYLIGHTING IMPROYEMENT 
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Figure 9.5-2 Section of design prinaples to inprove daylighting 

Letter Name 

_(s~-~ ~i~r:_ ?:?:Z.) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

---···· 
(f) 

(g) 

\Vindow 
day~ghting 

Window 
day!ighting 

Ceiling-ridge 
davlighting 

Ceiling-ridge 
daylighting 

Veranda roof 
dayligh ting 

Veranda 
daylighting 

Veranda 
day!ighring 

Indirect day~ghting through the shading ove rh ang 

Indirect daylighting th ro ugh reflections of th e 
ground level 

Indirect daylighting through retlections of rhe ridge 
and ridge shutters 

Indirect dayligbcing through retlections of rhe ridge 
and ridge shutters 

·························---····--··-

Indirect daylighting through rc tlections of rhe 
veranda and rhe roof eaves 

Indirect daylighting thro ugh the shading overhang 

Indirect daylighting thro ugh re flecrions of rhe 
ground level 

Function 

Room lighting 

Room lighting 

To increase ~ghting level in the middle of 
the room; to adjust lighting ro room function 
and elirnatic 

T o distract bars 

T o increase lighring (e,·el near the veranda 

Room lighting 

Room lighüng 

See section 9.5.1 and the drawings in the appendices F and G for background info rmation 

about the roof parts. 

Note: Alllighting is provided by indirect sunlight: whether by reflection of direct sunlight, 

or by inclirect daylighting through shacling the interior and further reflections of the interior. The 

influence of the sky component (explained in section 6.4) is excluded in the drawing, because it is 

difficult to predier the behaviour of the lighting pattern. 
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9.5.3 PRINCIPLE THERMAL COMFORT IMPROYEMENT 
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Fig11re 9.5-3 Section of design principles to iJltprove therlflal comfort 

Letter Name 
(see Figure 9.5-2) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Ceiling-ridge extracted room 
vencilation 

Cross venwation 

Ridge extracted attic venwation 

Veranda roof extracted veotilation 

Ventilation means by 

Stack-effect (= rising hot air) 

Wind forces 

Stack-effect 

Srack-effecr 

Function 

To ventilare the heated room 

To ventilare the room at body level 

To ventilare the occupied hot air in the arric; ro 
distract bars 

To ventilare rhe occupied hor air under the 
veranda 

See section 9.5.1 and drawings 10 the appendix for background information about roof 

parts. 

9.5.4 PRINCIPLE TECHNICAL MAKABILilY 

This section visually describes the makability. Appendix G describes the step by step 

implementation. 
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Figure 9.5-4 Overview if cutrent buildingparts that wil/ be modified 

existent roof part - no modification - new roof part 

existend roof part to relacote - existend roof part to demoli$h 

t=J relocoted existend roof part 

Figure 9.5-5 Legend jor the modification 

î Î-
@ 

J200 J200 2400 _ _ 

I 

I 

I 

Figure 9.5-6 Overview if new buildingparts and modified cutrent parts 
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9.5.5 MA TERlAl COSTS ESTIMA TION 

EXP LANA TI ON FIN AL IMPROVED ROOF 
SECTION 

In order to campare additional casts of the improved design to the current design, a 
material-costs-estimation is made. Only new added materials are included in the calculation, 
secondly the calculation assumes that the workers are local and at a 'non-profit' base. 

Table 9.5-1 Ca/cu/ation charaderistics Me/e/a hea/th centre 

Building size 
Rooftruss 
Number of trusses 

35x 9m 
Lattice type 
16 

Grid 2400 mm 

Prices applicable from January- July 2004 

Not available prices Nails, nylon rope, fly sereens and wire gauze 

Tab/e 9.5-2 Overoiew of material costs per improved element 

Ridge construction carried to summary 
&dge cover carried to summary 
Ridge shutters carried to summary 
Cei/ing opening carried to summary 
Overhangs carried to summary 

TOT AL 

54.760 €41 
391.080 € 292 
128.880 €96 
63.000 €47 
49.275 €37 

Tanzania Schillings 687.595 € 513 

In case the ridge would he closed with 28 gauge ridgings additional casts are: 
93.540 € 70 

This price is basedon the current configuration of Melela health centre. It can he observed 
most casts are spent on corrugated sheeting. A total overview of the calculation with the handled 
building material prices is included in Appendix D. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The condusion describes the adequacy of the improved design. The main outcomes will 
be compared to social and scientific relevanee and to the possible application. 

SOCIAL CONCLUSION 

The development of this improved roof configuration contributes towards a user-oriented 
interior climate. lt is proved that the users stand central in the development and outcomes. 

The main cuerent user problems are concemed with functional daylighting. By rnaicing use 
of the improved configuration, the level of cuerent daylighting can be increased and proved to be 
suitable dueing the most negative extemalluminance circumstances (during the wet season). Also 
daylight is distributed more evenly in the room, which enables more efficient and adequate 
medica! help. Finally, the influence of the changing exterior luminanee between the dry and wet 
season is reduced, because the roof ridge can be adjusted by means of the ridge shutters that 
reflect indirect daylight into the room. 

In numbers the outcomes of daylight impravement can be expressed as follows. Cuerently, 
the amount of light near the windows is almast 4 times as big as in the middle of the room. The 
impravement shows that the amount of light near the windows is a bout 1,5 times as big as in the 
middle of the room. 

According to theemal comfort, users problems are of a lesser extend. Modification 
proposals to increase daylighting also collaborate with the increase theemal comfort. Cuerently 
cross ventilation is less adequate, as the air is not able to easily pass through the room. For at 
least one and a half month a year, during the wet season, this could bring along thermal 

discomfort. The improved roof configuration brings relieving comfort, because the ridge opening 
(introduced to imprave daylighting) increases ventilation by exhausting air through the stack
effect. lt is assumed that internal wind speed can increase (with a factor 1 ,5) to 38 percent as 
percentage of the external wind speed. As the mean external wind speeds are maximally 2,3 
meters per second, internal air movement is still below 1 m/ s, which is found to be comfortable. 

Cuerently the attic is not ventilated. Further thermal comfort impravement is made to 
ventilate the attic space by making use of the stack-effect, because 'cool air' (admitted by opening 
the eaves) is heated up by sun radiation and the introduced ridge opening extracts this air. 

Last but not least, it is noteworthy that bats cause nuisance in the current attic. The 
foregoing modifications also take effect at keeping bats out, because the introduced air 

movementand daylighting in the attic distracts bats. 

SCIENTIFIC CONCLUSION 

Evaluation of six rural health eentres show that the users have most problems with 
functional daylighting and the en try of bats and to some extend problems with theemal comfort. 
Technically, cuerent roofs are found in most dilapidated state, the cover consists of a single skin 
and the attic is not ventilated. But the main building orientation and the single storey rooms of all 
health eentres are the main actars to imprave the cuerent user comfort situation. 

The covered opening of the improved design brings a elimate responsive solution; it 
enables the en try of indirect daylight throughout the day, delimits glare (in case the wall openings 
are modified), and enables to fit functional lighting requirements to external luminanee by 
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reflections of ridge shutters. And so this study shows that it is possible to fit user needs, 
especially the requirements of daylighting and thermal comfort, to fit to the rural context of a 
developing country and climate. 

APPLICATION POSSIBILITIES 

Currently, all rural health eentres consist of single storey rooms and the longitudinal 
orientation is east-west. The impravement proposal introduces a covered roof opening that 
brings user-oriented elimate response. As all user comfort improvements fit into in one improved 
design and this design fits to the context of developing countries, this design is based on the 
cuttent most normative and most user satisfactory health centre, this design is described step by 
step, and this design is kept as simple as possible, it is found that the impravement is applicable 
in more situations. 
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Ministry of Health 

National Construction Council 
P.O. Box 70039 
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania 
Tel: +255 22 213 13211 211 08691 213 5553 
www.inafrica.com/ncc 

National Housing & Building Research Agency 
Sam Nujoma Road 
P.O . Box 1964 
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania 
Tel: +255 22 277 1971 

Tanzania Essenrial Health Interventions 
Project 
Former address: 
Ocean Road (near State House) 
P.O. Box 78487 
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania 
Tel: +255 22 213 0627 
admin@tehip.or. tz 

Tanzania Social Action Fund 
Old KilwaiMalindi St. 
P.O. Box 9381 
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania 
Tel +255 22 212 358314 
tasaf@ud.co. tz 

University of Dar es Salaam 
University College of Lands and Architectmal Studies 
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ADDRESSES VISITED HEALTH CENTRES 

Morogpro District: 

CHMT office at Morogoro Hospita! 
Dr. Harun Machibya, 
District Medical Officer (DMO) 
Dr. Njau (DMO assistant) 
Dr. A. Omari Mbena 
(District Dental Officer) 

Turiani Dispensary 
Dr. Jane Mbangile (CO) 

Turiani Hospita! (Bwgala) 
Morogoro Diocese 
Sr. Esther Nganga 
P.O. Box 20 
Turiani 
Morogoro, Tanzania 
Tel. No.: (023) 2620018 
E-mail: Turiani@elct.org 



Melela Health Centre 
Dr. Mwenda (CO) 

Mgeta Health Centre 
Dr. Isaiah Mwatutube (CO) 

Ngerengere Health Centre 
Dr.] ohn Mkambu (CO) 
P.O. Box 1862 
Morogoro, Tanzania 

RnJjji District: 

CHMT office at Utete Hospital 
Dr. Mkikima, Rufiji DMO 



Rufiji DSS, Ikwiriri 
Yahya K. :Mkilindi (Field Manager) 

P.O. Box 40 

Ikwiriri, Rufiji 
ym.kilindi@hotmail.com 

Ikwiriri Health Centre 
Dr. Felix Masawe (CO) 

Kibiti Health Centre 
Dr. Tegemei 0. Mtambo (CO) 

P.O. Box 59 
Kibiti 

Rufiji Coast, Tanzania 

Mbutu Distnd: 

Mbutu Dispensary 
Dr. Vérome Kawache (CO) 




